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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• The report “Assessment of potentialities for development of social enterprises” is prepared 

within the framework of the Project “Support the Civil Society Organisations to develop Social 
Enterprises in Albania”, which is implemented by “The Centre for Competitiveness Promotion 
in cooperation with Regional Development Agency in Tirana, within the timing period from April 
2018-September 2020. 

• This assessment report was part of the project, financed by European Union aiming at encouraging 
and supporting the Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) considering the development of social 
enterprises and collective cooperatives for ensuring financial stability of their activities, as new 
business model for business development of the Albanian economy and social inclusion of 
vulnerable and marginalised groups. 

• The report was prepared after a field survey on the situation of the social enterprises in the CSOs’ 
sector aiming at identifying the most possible fields to develop social enterprises, understanding 
the CSOs needs and capacities to manage the social enterprises and identifying of good practices, 
which can drive in designing the proper actions to assist sector development. 

• The survey methodology is based on a qualitative and quantitative analysis by collecting 
primary data from at least 16 different cities of Albania. The methodological approach for this 
assessment is based on the main instrument that is a structured questionnaire. Eighty (80) 
resource-intensive face-to-face interviews, emails or phone calls are conducted. Also, focus 
group discussions with organisations from the regions of Shkodra, Fier, Vlora and Tirana 
were held.

• The desk research mainly was focused on previously conducted studies for Social Enterprises in 
Albania and the recent report on Social Economy in Eastern Neighbourhood and in the Western 
Balkans, Country Report – Albania (January 2018). The aim was to differentiate the contribution 
of this report by others produced so far by looking at the sector from a different point of view 
compared to the previous reports. 

• The data collected from the questionnaires are processed and are an integral part of this report. 
The report is structured in different topics. In the end, it draws the conclusions resulting from this 
assessment and gives some recommendations. 
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• The report reviews the relevant laws, strategies and policy documents that create the frame of the 
legal documents, affecting the disfavorable groups of the society. An overview of the “Law on Social 
Enterprises” and the complementary laws is described, with some comments and considerations 
collected from the organisations that are in the early stage of implementing a Social Enterprise.

• This report aims at identifying mechanisms or solutions for orientating CSOs in developing other 
forms of financing their activities orientated to the provision of services, employability for the most 
vulnerable families’ members and empowering the women for equal orientation on the job market.

• The report will serve to national and local authorities and other actors in a local level, CSOs, donors 
community, businesses, or business organisations, crafts associations, to consider the support on 
this sector in institutional level, legislative, regulatory, programmes, measures and concrete actions. 

• The report shed lights on the situation of the CSO’ sector in Albania regarding the size, forms of 
organisations and income earned annually. The results show that the sector is relatively small in 
numbers, with an average of 2-4 employees, in a full-time position, for the income that ranges 
from Eur 20-50 thousand. But, high optimism was expressed about the perspective of sector 
development, on increasing the number of employees and the diversification of services.

• Financial resources in 80% are generated through projects and donors. 12% from the profitable 
activities, membership and rent and only 4% of the public funds. Only in some cases, the 
organisations possess machinery and equipment for production, store, workshop and land. 

• The concept of social enterprises was not well understood by NPOs. Only 31% were very familiar, 
42% were partly informed and 27% have no information and less in percentage know the legislation 
and the procedures for receiving status.

• The SE sector is at the early stage of development. Out of NPOs that declared starting a SE, 58% 
of the organisations were in the first year of implementation. The initial investment value ranges 
from Eur 2,000-10,000 for nearly 79% of the cases that logically demonstrate that the SE sector 
has the characteristics as a small business. Through an assumption, the SEs’ sector in Albania 
might have the size of 175 organisations, with an investment value in Euro of 1,7 million.

• The NPOs believe that SE status will give them more space to explore for diversification of the profitable 
activities, better access to public funds a higher recognition by the communities, increase in the number 
of membership, as well, stemming great possibility for organisations to accomplish the social objectives.

• On the other side, the sector in 80% considers not easy starting a SE. The lack of funds and 
opportunities to receive funds, a friendlier institutional environment, supportive legal framework, 
lack of awareness and recognition on SE’role and the lack of education with a spirit of solidarity 
are some of the barriers identified. Besides, the need for the qualified managers and human 
resources capable to manage business activities from production, delivering and selling are other 
constraints that might hinder the SEs’ development.

• The report received opinions, as well, from other potential NPOs planning to start SE in the 
future and the results are optimistic. In 48% of cases, they plan to start a SE within a year and 
35% within 2 years. Through assumption, the report concludes that an investment value in the 
range of Euro 1500-3000 can generate 1(one) working place. The organisations perceive as 
challenges the adaption the organisation structures from the non-profit model to business model, 
the dependence from the donors’ funds, low level of initial investment and availability of fix assets. 

• The SEs’ sector, to be developed, needs more access to the public funds, capacity building and 
skills development programmes on business planning, sales and marketing, financial management, 
product and service operations. Doing that, they need also to have access to the pool of experts 
that provide advice and train on these issues. 

• Quite important is considered, also, the promotional activities and measures to promote Social 
Entrepreneurship and in a more systemic way, the promotion throuWgh the formal education 
system to guarantee the sustainable approach.

• The report concludes that sectors, where social enterprises have experimented are activities on 
social service and care for various categories of people, handicrafts and local products, forms of 
hospitality as guesthouses and hostels, coffee shops, activities of culture, education and training 
activities, as well as, service, agriculture and agro-food processing and environment.

• Regarding potential activities to start a SE, are those closely connected with the social services, 
processing of home-made food traditional products and bioproducts. The production in small scale 
will guarantee the income generation for the families as in cities as in the rural areas. Agriculture 
remains the main activity to explore for the employment of families linked to the land, especially 
women from rural areas. 

• The report concludes that the growing trend in crafts and artisan sector reflects high interest for 
employment. Technical professions, traditional workshops of crafts in many regions should be 
developed, valorized and the know-how should be inherited to the young generation. Also, the 
start-ups, such as social enterprises cooperative forms and social businesses are most effective 
forms for developing the new entrepreneurship by organisations or individuals that work with 
categories of people coming from vulnerable and disfavorable families. 

• Lastly, the report tries to assess the role and contribution of the local authorities in addressing 
issues related to support and promote social enterprises. Although, within the legal framework these 
issues are taken into consideration on different governmental action plans, still at the local level, 
municipalities should find additional mechanisms to support the social enterprises. Agreements 
between actors, businesses and donors should be in place to initiate and facilitate the supportive 
mechanisms. Also, the facilitation of the local fiscal system would be another mechanism that can 
give impact to the business initiatives and specific categories of target groups.
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2. INTRODUCTION
• Albania, as a country that aspires EU membership is making efforts to achieve standards, 

comparable to the other European countries, at all fields, ranging from legislation, economic 
development, and particularly, in the human rights field for achieving social cohesion in the 
society.

• However, despite economic growth, macroeconomic stability and social policies undertaken 
and implemented by the Government, still Albania continues to face troubling problems of 
poverty, unemployment and inequality, especially in certain areas.

• Based on INSTAT for quarterly GDP, by production approach, the rate is for T3 4.48%, a 
percentage higher than 2017 of 3.84%.

• Again, based on the INSTAT figures for the year 2017, Albanian government supports 
through economic aid scheme 80,964 families for 1-over 6 members, which result to 
365,108 family members with a total of ALL4 billion or around (€32,7 million). From the last 
estimation of January 1st 2018, the Albanian population is 2.870.324 inhabitants, which 
means that 12.7% of the population is leaving on the extreme conditions, only through the 
economic aid scheme. The unemployment rate in Albania in the 3rd trimester of 2018 for 
the group of ages 15-64, is 12,7%. (INSTAT)

• On the other side, the economic aid scheme, in some cases, has negatively influenced 
that attitude toward work, because the economic aid and donor packages are considered 
the way to survive. Given that, the attitude towards work is a social-psychological issue, 
it is negatively reflected the people with low-income level. Therefore, solving economic 
problems should be hand by hand with addressing psycho-social problems of vulnerable 
families. 

• Different categories of target groups, persons with disabilities, old persons, orphans, 
single mothers, violated victims, long-term unemployed, people from rural and remote 
areas, young people from poor families, Roma and Egyptian communities demonstrate 
the diversity of needs and problems based on demographical, geographical, capabilities, 
social and economic factors. Lack of communication skills in work and society, lack of the 
family’s authority and the communication between family’s members, feeling of inferiority, 
complexities segregation and discrimination are characteristic features which should be 
addressed along with the approach to job finding. 

• In addition to the role of national and local government in addressing the social and economic 
issues, it is appreciated also the involvement of the Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) 
as contributors in mitigating the critical problems facing Albanian society. In particular, in 
fulfilling the objectives of the government to address the social issues, in regard to their 

possibilities for social inclusion, access to better services, health care, employment, training and 
qualification, gender equality, economic empowerment.

• In this regards, the Government has approved the legal framework to regulate the organization, 
operation and activity of social enterprises, as well as promote and revive the CSOs, to create 
social enterprises. Hence, Social enterprises in Albania, although still not widely applicated are 
considered important structures in fighting against poverty, poverty alleviation and for integration 
in the labour market of disadvantaged groups and have considerable development potentials.

• In contrast to the rate of development of social entrepreneurship in Europe, the concept of 
social enterprise in Albania remains relatively unknown, except for a relatively small number of 
organizations that apply business practices to social purposes during the performance of their 
mission. 

• For the Albanian CSOs, the primary motivating principle for the adoption of a social enterprise 
approach is to ensure long-term sustainability by diversifying the funding base of income from 
economic activity.

• The challenges they face are associated with the traditions and the still fragile development of 
the sector, the weakness of private sector development and ongoing institutional reforms that are 
being carried out in Albania for years.

3. RELEVANT STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK ON SOCIAL  
 INCLUSION

In Albania, it is in force a broad legal framework that defines the strategic priorities and objectives, 
reforms and policies aiming at addressing the social inclusion of the specific target groups of 
vulnerable families, against the violence in families and gender-based violence, social protection, 
youth, Roma and Egyptian communities. A number of actions plans are approved, which undertake 
measures to integrate them through social services, qualification to employment or self-employment.

National Employment and Skills Strategy (NESS) 2014-2020

Albania’s National Employment and Skills Strategy (NESS) 2014-2020, approved by the Decision of 
CoM No. 818, dated 26.11.2014, is the main document that encompassed the comprehensive reforms 
on employment and development of skills at all levels, which is underpinned on the National Strategy 
for Development and Integration (NSDI) 2014-2020) of Albania. The Strategy determines actions 
needed in order to foster decent job opportunities improve the skills of the labour force, promote 
social inclusion and territorial cohesion, and increase employment opportunities particularly for youth, 
women and vulnerable groups. The employment growth through participation on the employment 
programmes, especially for women and the beneficieries from the economic aid, the establishment 
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of a quality TVET system, based on the dual approach are some of the strategic priorities identified 
in this strategy. 

National Strategy for Social Protection 2015-2020 and its Action plan

The Strategy’s vision is building a social protection system to combat socio-economic inequalities, by 
establishing a system that has policies and mechanisms to protect all individuals in need or excluded 
through prevention programs and support social reintegration alternated with employment schemes.
The strategy addresses the issues with regard to economic aid scheme and disabilities, services of 
social care and all other problems on social protection. The strategy reaffirms the commitment to 
create synergy between active employment policies of and social inclusion, so that all population is 
protected from the risk of falling into poverty along active and inactive periods of life.

The Policy Document on Social Incusion 2015-2020 

Approved by Decision of Council of Ministers No. 87, on 3 February 2016, Social inclusion actions 
in Albania have been targeting the empowerment of vulnerable groups and overall the reduction of 
poverty. The Policy Documents’ vision seeks for an inclusive society, to enable all Albanian citizens 
to have unrestricted access to high quality public services in order to facilitate and support their 
active participation in society regardless of income level, gender, age, disability, ethnic origin, sexual 
orientation and identity, place of residence or religious convictions.

The Policy Document on Social Incusion 2015-2020 targets the most vulnerable groups with objective 
to improve the social status of vulnerable groups with access to employment and labor markets; 
to education system; access to health services; access to social housing and access to legal aid.

In coherence with the Policy Document of Social Inclusion 2015-2020, some action plans on target 
groups are drafted and approved in order to have concrete specific measures and activities in each 
area, focusing and addressing the recommendations of this Document, as mentioned below.

 The National Action Plan for Integration of Roma and Egyptians (2016-2020)

The National Action Plan for Integration of Roma and Egyptians 2016-2020, is approved by DCM No. 
1072, dated 23/12/2015. This Plan foresees specific policies and defines the tangible measures that 
the responsible institutions shall take in order to reach the objectives through the respective sectors 
and the public programmes which aim to improve the living of Roma and Egyptians in Albania.

The policy objectives are grouped according to the six policy areas such as: equal access to civil 
registration and justice, education and promoting intercultural dialogue, Employment and Vocational 
Education and Training (VET) healthcare, housing and urban integration and social protection.

With regard to the third policy objective: “Employment and Vocational Education and Training (VET)”, 
the document foresees three specific objectives aiming at integrating Roma and Egyptians in the labour 

market through VET and active employment programs, through promoting (social) entrepreneurship 
and self-employment of Roma and Egyptians and building capacities and improve the performance of 
the NES and VET system staff for the integration of Roma and Egyptians in the labour market.

4. SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP AN INSTRUMENT TO 
SOCIAL INCLUSION AND EMPLOYMENT

The Albanian government has appreciated the high involvement of the Civil Society Organisations 
(CSOs) in fulfilling the objectives of the government to address the social issues, which affects the 
target groups in regard to their possibilities for social inclusion, access to better services, health care, 
employment, training and qualification, qender equality, economic empowerment. In this regards, the 
Government has approved some laws that try to promote and revive the CSOs, to create social 
enterprises, other associations/organisations on agro-based activities to form cooperatives, as well as 
individuals with special voccation to establish social businesses. All these forms, although supported 
through different legal instruments, all togather recognised the role of social entrepreneurship as 
key contributors in mitigation of the social and economic issues faced by different target groups 
from the most disfavorable and marginalised categories of people. And in these concerns, Albanian 
government recognised the CSOs role as the partners for implementation of policy’s action plans.

4.1. Legal framework on Social Entrepreneurship 

Law no. 65 dt. 9.6.2016 “On Social Enterprises”
This law regulates the organization, operation and activity of social enterprises, in order to protect and 
social inclusion of vulnerable groups through employment, especially for persons whose age, health 
and family situation do not allow an active availability in the labour market; to provide opportunities 
suitable and accessible for individuals with special needs; to facilitate the participation of women the 
labor market, as well as economic and social integration of vulnerable groups, encouraging a spirit of 
responsibility, solidarity and social cohesion in the community. 

The Law envisages that to obtain the status as social enterprise must meet criteria of economic 
and social nature. For economic criteria, the social enterprise must constantly exercise activity in the 
production of goods/services covering from 20%-30% of revenue, starting from the second years of 
activity. It foresees the contribution of volunteers and the condition to include at least three (3) paid 
employees. Also, the income generated by the economic activity of social enterprises should serve 
the continuous expansion of their activities. For social criteria, at least 30% of workers employed in 
the social enterprise should belong to the category of disadvantaged groups. The legal form of social 
enterprise is a non-profit organization. Still, the law is not applicable, in the sense that none of the 
non-profit organisations has obtained the status, yet.

Specifically, the law is based on the principles of Governing and the level of autonomy (article 4); 
Collective participation in decision-making (Article 19); Ownership; Economic and Social criteria 
(articles 8 and 9); Status of social enterprises (art. 13); Non-distribution of revenues (art.17); Sources 
of financing (art. 24); Participation on public procurement (art. 27)

After the law adopted, the number of bylaws are drafted and approved by the government and the 
responsible Ministry of Health and Social Protection, during 2018, which corresponding to the articles 
of the law 65/2016 are as follow:
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Order of the Minister of Health and Social Protection on ‘’Approval of the instruction for the promotion 
of SEs development’’ The main message of this promotion manual is: SEs provide an alternative 
model of economic development and social entrepreneurship that affects poverty reduction for 
disadvantaged groups, discriminated individuals in the labour market, long-term unemployed and 
other special categories.

	DoCM nr.16, date 12.01.2018 ‘’For the approval of the list of activities that SEs operate’’

	DoCM nr.56, date 31.01.2018 ‘’On the definition of specific categories of disadvantaged 
groups’’

	Instruction no.607, dated 01,08,2018 of the Minister of Health and Social Protection’’ On the 
procedures and documentation required to obtain the status of the social enterprise’’

	 Order no.636, date 3.09.2018 of the Minister of Health and Social Protection ‘’On the 
adoption of a template regulation on the functioning of SEs’’

	The instruction of the Minister of Health and Social protection no. 677, dated 29.09.2018 
‘’On periodical reporting methods of SE’’

	Government Decree no.716, dated 1.12.2017 ‘’On defining of procedures for conducting the 
control of the activity of SEs’’

	Government decree no.85, dated 25.06.2018 ‘’Authorization of the state aid for the creation 
of the SE Fund’’ 

	The instruction of the Minister of Health and Social protection ‘’On creation of SEs register, 
detailed regulations on its format and content’’ Article 15, (point 2), it is not prepared, yet.

 

The objective of the State Aid scheme intents to support the activities of the social enterprises, through 
subsidies from the State budget, to develop and grow to be able to employ as much as from the 
individuals of the disfavorable groups. The State Aid commission makes clear that the subsidy from 
the state budget is 249,760,000 ALL, with a duration implementation period of 2019-2021. Assistance 
will cover 70 % of eligible costs but not more than 1.5 Million ALL.

Public Agency ‘’Promoting Social Business’’ sh.a. 
The Agency ‘’Promoting Social Business’’ sh.a is a state-owned joint-stock company, established 
by Law No. 10376, dated 10.02.2011. It aims at sustainable economic and social development through 
the support and promotion of social business at the national level. It was created under the former 
Ministry of Social Welfare and Employment till the 2017. One year now it is a structure at the Ministry 
of Finance and Economy, which focuses on the implementation of social policies of the Albanian 
Government with the aim of supporting marginalized groups experiencing difficulties to enter the labor 
market, as; Roma, women, young people, artisans, especially in mountainous areas, people with 
special needs, etc

Over the years, the success of Social Business Promotion was increased. The implementation of 
active policies and programmes to support individuals and groups in need has given a lasting solution 
to their problem, eventually drawing them out of the poverty gap and integrating them into society.

 Law no. 38/2012, dt. 05.04.2012 “On Agricultural Cooperative Companies”

The Law establishes rules, criteria and conditions for the establishment and management of agricultural 
cooperative companies. Law no. 38/2012 dated 05.04.2012 “On Agricultural Cooperative Companies” 

provides the Albanian farmers with the legal means to join forces to satisfy better their needs or being 
more competitive in the market, but still these forms are not practiced widely.

Business Investment and Development Strategy (BIDS 2014-2020)
The Business and Investment Development Strategy 2014-2020 and its action plan are the main 
documents for the identification and implementation of the national policies for the development of 
business & investments for the period 2014-2020. This strategic document has been adopted with a 
Government Decree no. 635, dated 1.10.2014.
One of the strategic objective is the increase the SME competitiveness, stimulating the increase 
of new enterprises and employment. One of the specific objectives is promotion of entrepreneurial 
culture and provide training to support growth and business creation, which will be achieved through 
establishment and improvement of training and management skills for young potential male and 
female entrepreneurs and start-ups.

Promotion of the social business is one of the measures foreseen in the strategy. The social businesses 
take into consideration vulnerable, marginalized groups and ethical standards and business behaviour. 
The creation and empowerment of these businesses shall bring a rise in employment in the urban and 
sub-urban areas without neglecting the less developed areas in the country. 

Law no.70, dt. 30.06.2016 “On Crafts” 
The “Law on Crafts” that entered into force on 30th June 2016 has created a legal framework for 
regulation of the crafts activities in Albania, the qualification and organization of the craftsmen in 
the National Chamber for Crafts. The implementation of this law is very important for many crafts 
professions and not only, which will have a strong impact on the vocational qualification and 
employment of the members from the vulnerable families.

4.2 Some Comments on the Law on Social Enterprises

This survey tends to give some comments on the legal framework that regulates the functioning of 
Social enterprises in Albania. Although the Law is approved since 2016 and the bylaws framework 
nearly completed in 2018, the Law still is not put in practice, yet.

The representative of the Ministry of Health and Social Protection (MHSP) has announced on the 
that starting from February 2019, the Ministry will announce an open call for the organisations 
to apply for obtaining the status of SE. As the government will assess the problems and impact 
after the Law implemented in practice, this survey has collected through the discussions with a 
considerable number of organisations in the field some concerns arose on specific issues not 
clarified in the Law and complementary laws.

By analysing the Law, results that in the second year of activities the SE should cover 20% of its 
income generated by the economic activity, but it is not defined on which stage of operation should 
be an organisation or what initial percentage should cover the economic activity on the overall 
income of an organisation, in order to apply for the status.

Generally, the Law gives the impression that is solely drafted just for the sake of creating a legal 
basis to dedicate the Social Enterprises Fund, through a state aid scheme to SEs. The law does not 
consider this status as an instrument to give more space to NPOs to change from traditional NPOs 
that implement projects through donors and international funds, towards development organisations 
that can think openly and creatively, operate independently and are responsible and reports for their 
activities according to Laws and regulations.

Through the observations on the level of understanding of the Law on Social Enterprises, from the 
representatives of the Ministry of Health and Social Protection (MHSP), in charge of Law implementation, 
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it is created an impression as if the Law is conceived and understood in a narrow spectrum. The Law 
does not encompass the concept of social entrepreneurship under a single Law. 

Hence, the law outlines the concept of social enterprises and implementation within the framework 
of the organisations of non-profit status. The national authorities look after employment of the 
disfavorable groups and social impact of the Law. There is an impression as if the Law serves as a 
document that regulates the functioning of the Social Enterprises Fund dedicated by the state aid. 
The social enterprises imply economic activities, but the complementary laws do not give practical 
guidelines on the relationship and behaviour of these entities with tax authorities.

The non-profit organisations after receiving the status of SE should continue to be increasingly profitable, 
otherwise, they might lose the status and be liquidated. These provisions create the impression that 
SE is a type of business enterprise with social mission and objectives that has to obey the same rules 
like the Law on bankruptcy for trade enterprises and the Law for NPOs. This means that Law does 
not recognise the hybrid form but requires liquidation for the whole entity.

The liquidation of the SE and distribution of the properties for public interest or moving to other SEs 
are some requests foreseen in the Law. This is a mixture between the requirement from the Law on 
Traders and Trade Companies and the Law of NPOs. Still, the law-maker has in mind only the SE that 
have the SE’ Status and receive State Aid. Yes, understandability, the SE can liquidate the economic 
activities and distribute the properties created by State Aid, but the SE can continue to operate as NPO, 
with the properties that were not created by the State Aid. Hence, the Law creates the impression that 
does not foresee a SE in reverse direction that can release the status and continue operating as NPO, 
but consider that as a solid structure and not as a hybrid form.

There are several procedures and regulations related to the tax authority not clarified, yet. The Law 
on V.A.T recognized the non-profit organisation as a subject of exempted from V.A.T for 20% of their 
economic activities for services of the general character, but when this percentage will be 30% are 
these services exempted from V.A.T? 

Therefore, the law should recognise the SE as the hybrid form that manages grants and profit by the 
economic activity, by separation the economic activity with secondary NUIS.

5. AN OVERVIEW ON THE SECTOR OF CIVIL SOCIETY 
ORGANISATIONS

Albania has introduced and followed the concept of social enterprises for some years now. Several Civil 
Society Organisations have been part of the process from concept development to consultation for the 
law and regulation. Some of them even have started the implementation. In Europe, social economy 
enterprises representing 10% of all businesses in the EU and about 6% of the EU’s employees. They 
have different legal forms and various objectives ranging from agriculture and banking to the provision 
of employment and sheltered workshops.1

5.1 Situation of CSOs in Albania 

In Albania, the number of non-profit organisations registered yearly has shown an increase.  Based on 
the document drafted by the Albanian government “On the Strategy for development of civil society” 
till 2022, 7580 active organisations have been registered within the timing period, 2001-2017. It has 
resulted that many organizations have closed their activities and new ones are created. Based on 
INSTAT, the inventory of the local, national and international NGOs in Albania, shows that each year, 

1  https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/social-economy_en, viewed on 29th January 2019

the number of active organizations is around 2000. Hence, during 2017, the active organisations 
are numbering 2272. It is a slight decrease in the number of organisations by 7.8%, compare to 
the previous year 2016. The graph below shows the trend in the number of organizations in years, 
differentiated by women-led organisations

Graph 1: The trend of active registered CSOs in Albania from 2013-2017

               .
 Source: Graph is designed based on INSTAT figures

In years, the CSOs sector has shown a positive growth trend. But the decreasing number CSOs, 
in 2017, at least demonstrates that the sector is still not consolidated. One of the main reasons is 
the fluctuation and lack of financial resources, a barrier that hinder sector to become sustain and to 
highly contribute to the economy. This sector represents 8,2% of active enterprises registered on the 
legal form as a juridical person and only 1,4%, in the overall number of business enterprises/entities 
registered in Albania (2017). This percentage is relatively smaller, compared to 10% that covers 
social enterprises in the EU countries. 

As an example, in the region of Fier, based on an individual interview is concluded that from a network 
of 14 NPOs, very active for many years, only a few are still active. The Municipality is not supporting 
the NPOs, and, in general, the CSOs are weak in generating income. There is less trust in donors, 
but in this region, there are sufficient capacities and good experts. Other newly organisations were 
created in recent years. 

There are other entities, operating as social businesses due to their social mission. These are 
registered under the legal form of physical person, to the limit turnover of ALL 2 million, exempted 
by the V.A.T scheme. Others are subject to V.A.T scheme and 5% tax on profit for the turnover up to 
ALL14 million.

The poverty, unemployment of different social groups, social exclusion, etc., are high problems, which 
should be strongly addressed by the national and local authorities. The involvement of national and 
international CSOs is very important to contribute to this process, but relatively small CSOs’ sector 
cannot be considered as a high contributor to addressing the social critical issues that Albania faces. 
Creating the social economy and social entrepreneurship need the development of the CSOs’ sector 
hand by hand with social enterprises and moreover, it requires the promotion of initiatives that involve 
a broader spectrum of public and private actors. 

The report is an assessment, based on findings from a sample consisted of 80 organisations, which 
out of 2272 CSOs, representing 3.52% of the total number of registered non-profit organisations 
in Albania. It tried to outreach all types of organisations in size, location, different focus, but mostly 
those organisations with social objectives, such as small organisations as social service providers, 
organisations from rural areas, community-based organisations, organisations working on women/
rural women and youth. A diversity of CSOs has been established and operated in Albania, from local 
to international organisations. The results show that are operating locally in (35%), nationally (50%) 
and are affiliations of international organisations around (15%). The organisations are registered 
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under three legal forms of organization. There is no evidence on the ratios between three forms but 
the results from this assessment show that are Associations (61%), Centres (20%) and Foundations 
(19%).

Graph 2: CSOs by territory of operations 

  

Graph 3: CSOs by legal forms of organisation

Regarding the size of CSOs/NPOs, the assessment is based on both criteria:

	 on the revenues generated and granted, annually and 

	 number of employees of different contractual types

From the data collected, resulted in that out of 80 respondents, only 62 of them declared their annual 
revenues. Although, 18 respondents did not declare the incomes, however judging by the small number 
of employees declared, it is obvious that these organisations are categorised as small organisations 
in the income range from €1,000-20,000. It is easily understandable that most of the organisations are 
of small size, as 57% of them have income in the range from € 1,000-20,000. Only 10% positioned 
in the range from € 30,000-50,0000 annually, 15% from €70,000-100,000 and 15% from €150,000-
600,000 and only 3%, especially international organisation, reach the amount of over 1 million.

    Graph 4: The size of organizations, represented in the sample

The geographic distribution of CSOs participating in this survey covers 16 regions of Albania. Tirana 
covers (29%) of the respondents followed by Fier (14%), Vlora (13%), Shkodra (10%), Korça (9%) 
and the rest from other regions. This percentage does not necessarily reflect the distribution of the 
CSOs in Albania, but at least it can be considered as an indicator. It identifies that organisations 
from the regions of Tirana and especially from Shkodra, Lezha, Malesia e Madhe and Puka in North 
Albania are strongly orientated to social enterprises, due to the good experiences brought by the 
international religious organisations.

Graph 5: Distribution of the respondents by regions 
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The Civil Society Organisations focused on social and development issues are engaged in a 
broader spectrum of services and heterogeneous activities. The complementary bylaw on Social 
enterprises restricts the field of activities and the scope of work to obtain the “SE status”, aiming 
social integration and inclusion, to limited specific economic areas and only to those that serve to 
vulnerable categories of people. In particular, it includes activities as mentioned below:

	promoting social inclusion of the categories of persons in need, encouraging the volunteer 
work, involving the youth, building the innovative capacities to address the social, economic 
and environmental issues.

	enabling employment opportunities for encouraging social integration and vocational 
reintegration of the unfavourable groups in the labour market.

	operating at a local level for providing for communities’ goods and services.

	providing services on areas of social, health, culture and education, tourism promotion and 
environment protection, as well as intermediary for qualification and employment.

	trading of good and service produced by other social enterprises or small producers from 
remote areas for unfavourable persons

	manufacturing of crafts products that serve communities and facilitate the unfavourable 
persons.

This assessment mostly has targeted the organisations whose activities fall under the same 
spectrum of activities, subject of law on Social Enterprises. The sample composition shows 
relatively diverse areas of activities, but with a strong focus and social inclusion and impact. 
In general, the activities’ distribution is higher in percentage for social, special and children 
support (30%), education and employment (23%), human and women right with (11%), regional 
development culture and environment 16% and health 6%.
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Graph 7: Distribution of activities of CSOs within their scope of work

5.2 An assessment on CSOs developments and growth trends
The assessment of the recent development helps to understand how the CSOs’ sector is performing. 
It also predicts on possibilities of the sector to develop, expand and grow. The trend analysis gives an 
overview of the potentialities of NPOs to move toward changes into structures as social enterprises.

The respondents were replied on their perception of the trend for sector development. The CSOs from 
different regions rated very positively their performance, in years. 54% of them declare an increase 
in their income.  Even higher to 65% confirmed the expansion of their activities and diversification of 
services. Only 11% of them declare underperforming in income and services/activities.

G7: Perspectives of CSOs’ 
development   on growth %                                                                                   

G8: Perspective of CSOs’ 
development on activities in %

G9 Situation on employment 
for CSO’ in %

                  

The positive growth trends are reflected also in the number of employees. The results show that 
nearly 50% of them declare an increase in the number of employees. So, in total, more than 90% of 
them declared increase or stability on the number of employees. 

Also, the survey tends to analyse the correlation between the size of organisations by revenues and 
the respective number of employees. The number of employees is calculated on average per each 
group of organisations. Small organisations falling under the range of revenues of €1-20 thousand 
have a limited average number to 1-2 persons as full-time staff and part-time staff and a higher number 
of volunteers. Obviously, although the organisations lack financial resources they try to generate 
more services and activities based on the involvement of the high volunteers’ staff

G. 10: Correlation between income and nr. of employees

The high percentage of the number of NPOs are operating with small financing resources, the low 
number of employees, highly depended on funds and involvement of volunteer jobs. It emphasizes 
again that lack of capital and human resources, position the organisations in difficulties that hardly 
might be involved in economic activities and to keep on with their social mission. Therefore, the 
expectation for the development of the social enterprises’ sector will remain within a certain framework 
of a small business/activity. 

The assessment on the size of organisations by the number of staff and their engaged time at work, 
easily identifies that big organisations are located in Tirana and Korça and based their work on full-
time staff and less on volunteers, compared to other regions. In Shkodra, an average organisation has 
less full-time employees, but more part-time and volunteers. Whereas in Vlora, although the number 
of staff as full-time employees is lower, they based their work on the higher number of volunteers.

G. 11: Average of number of employees in CSOs by regions

Shkodra has higher involvement of the volunteers working with the non-profit organisations and 
most of them demonstrate a strong vocation on working with social problems. This inspiration has 
been transferred by the international organisations with strong religion focus operating in the region. 
They have conveyed their experience to the other organisations, followed by good examples and 
strong cooperation and networking between the organisations. Whereas, Vlora has a high number of 
volunteers that demonstrate the allocation of small fund to the organisations, or less opportunity and 
capacity to access to the funds. 
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The financial resources of the NPOs mostly generate by projects or donors, which predominantly 
are international funds. This cover in average 80% of the financial resources of the organisations. 
Only 7% come from profitable activities/services, followed by membership and rent for 5%. The 
contribution of the public funds covers very small percentage to 4% that indicates that the national 
or local authorities do not consider the NPOs as implementing organisations of the action plans of 
strategies and policies, or at less do not allocate funds for their involvement.

G12: Sources of funds for CSOs in % G 13: Types of assests possessed by CSOs

          

Another indicator to assess the organisations’ capacities to provide goods and services is the active 
assets and properties the organisations possess.  Except for offices and human capital, other facilities 
as workshops, land, machinery and equipment, transport means, etc. are needed to provide goods 
and services. 80% of organisations possess an office, but in less percentage, they have to their 
disposal other facilities like daily centres, tailoring working space, land, machinery, etc.

5.3 Perception on SE concept, characteristics, benefits and barriers 
The familiarity of the CSOs/NPOs with the concept and legislative context of Social Enterprises 
and Entrepreneurship is important to be measured.  As shown in the table below, the 31% of the 
respondents are very familiar with the concept of Social Enterprises and up to 42% stated that 
they have not a clear understanding on this concept and nearly 27% percentage not familiar at all. 
Regarding the legislation, the ones that were fully familiar with the concept were less familiar with the 
legislative framework that regulates this new form of NPOs development. From the field, is resulting 
that more knowledge on the SE concept was identified in the region of Shkodra, Korça, Fier and less 
information in the areas of Vlora. And when it comes to the question relating to knowledge on the 
status’ procedures and documentation necessary to comply with, the percentage is lower from the 
organisations that will apply for the status.

G.14: Knowledge of CSOs 
on SE concept %                                                                                   

G.15: Knowledge of CSOs 
on SE legislation %                                                                                   

G.16 Knowledge of CSOs 
on SE status procedures %                                                                                   

 

            

Characteristics of the SE sector

One of the main objectives of the survey is to identify the characteristics of the organisations working 
under the framework of the Social Enterprise and to find out how the NPOs perceive the benefits and 
constraints stemming by the legislative framework of SE. 

Although there is no data on the size of SE sectors, this survey dares to judge upon the size of the 
sector by using this sample for the whole population of NPOs. Out of 80 organisations, 9 of them that 
cover 11% of the sample, declared that have started a SE. From the total of 2272 NPOs operating in 
Albania and 11% have the characteristics of a Social Enterprise, then, ideally, this number could be 
around to 250 CSOs/NPOs. If we narrow the number of organisations that operates within the defined 
activities of the social enterprises to 70%, it is estimated the number of social enterprises in Albania 
to be approximately 175.

The analysis below is based only on the viewpoint of the respondents, who have consolidated the idea 
of starting up a SE or are already in the implementation phase. Although the number of respondents 
is relatively low to consider for analysis, at least it can give an overview of the situation.

The results show that social enterprises’ sector is in the early stages of development. Nearly 58% are 
at the start-up phase or in the first year of operation and 25% are at the validation phase. Whereas 
only 17% of them are operating in the consolidation phase and practising profitable activities for more 
than 3 years. Only 62% of the respondents have prepared their business plans, which might be an 
indicator that shows, in most cases, the financial support has been guaranteed by the donors or 
through projects and the preparation of the business plan has been a must.

G.17: % of NPOs starting a SE                                                                                  G.18: Years of operation of SEs G.19 % of CSOs having 
a business plan                                                                                   

                

The non-profit organisations, in most cases, provide their services and activities free of charge. Thus, 
starting an economic activity and at the same time keeping up a social orientation, both require 
investment to guarantee sustainability. The types of investment are in fixed assets, pre-operation cost, 
working capital, renting the premises, purchasing machinery and equipment, renting lands, etc.
Nearly 79% of respondents have declared that to start-up a SE their investment varies in the low-
value range. It is quite visible that the economic activities of Social Enterprises can be classified as 
similar to the categories of small businesses. The ranges vary respectively, 36% in the investment 
value of €2,000-5,000, 43% have invested in values ranging from €5,000-10,000 and the rest over 
€30,000. 
The sources of financing, in most cases, have weighted from the international organisations’ and 
private donors’ budget. But seems that organisations financially consolidated, which consisting of 
27% of them have invested their budget, whereas the others are using only funds from international 
organisations and donors. The public funds are limited for social enterprises and, in both cases, as 
NPOs or Social Enterprises, the funding percentage is around 4-5%.
 
The Decision Nr. 85, dated 25.6.2018 for Authorisation of the State Aid “On Creation of the Social 
Enterprises Fund” foresees financing of around Euro 2 (two) million, in total. The state aid scheme 
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will be at a maximum of around Euro12,000, for each SE, within a time-spanning of three years. From 
the calculation, a minimum of 166 SEs will be beneficiaries from the Social Enterprises Fund, on the 
period 2019-2021.

G20.: Investment value of SE 
in 000/Eur

G.21: Source of financing of SEs G.22 Financial sources for 
expansion in % 

               

Regarding the possibilities for development, there is a positive enthusiasm among the organisations 
practising SE. Most of them declared that are expecting positive development and expansion in their 
activities and services. The funding source for their expansion is based on grants, private donations 
and support from mother organisations. 26% again have been supported in their investment by 
private budget or organisation budget. Also, bank loans are considered another form of financing the 
investment, as well.

Perception on opportunities and benefits for changing to SE status

The success or failure of the SE is related to certain factors, which are considered both internal and 
external factors. Internal factors are closely related to the management of the organisation, finding 
the qualified personnel, good knowledge on business planning, knowledge and skills on the financial 
management, etc. So, in general, the organisations’ leaders should have a business-oriented mindset, 
without leaving behind the social mission. External factors are related to having the understandable 
and friendly legal and institutional framework, without ambiguity and an amicable environment to 
access to grants or subsidies. 

In reality, some of the organisations that feature the characteristics of a SE as far as they have 
not received the status, their activity might be considered ineligible. These organisations that are 
practising SE, in high percentage comply with the economic and social criteria and envisage to apply 
for the status, as soon as, the government will open the call for application to obtain the SE’ Status. 

There is optimism among the organisations that obtaining the SE status can bring benefit in 
accomplishing their social mission to better serve to the marginalised groups. The majority of 
organisations declare that the main important benefit from the Law is only the changing of the status 
from NPOs to SE that might allow the organisations to expand the economic activities beyond the 
threshold of 20%, which has been the limit, so far. Less fiscal facilitations are expected by them 
during the implementation of the Law. Also, the creation of the SE sector can give better access to 
subsidies and grants’ absorption, thus, creating paths for the implementation of social projects. The 
organisations can guarantee the sustainability of their activities on supporting the people in need, 
social and care support, empowerment of young women, youth employment, the preservation of the 
cultural heritage, tourism, education, etc. 

The SE’s status can increase the impact of the organisations in the community, whereas, for 
associations, it is a way to invite more members, provide better services, cooperate and increase the 
employability. The SE status can give access to the public funds, ensure financial stability and make 
them less dependent on other funds to fulfil their activities. Adding profitable economic activity can 
increase and diversify the community services, increase the impact and higher recognition by the 

community of SE. Some of the respondents believe that the status can be favourable for low taxes 
and receiving subsidies from the state. 

CONSTRAINS AND BARRIERS TO SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

Regarding the difficulties and barriers faced by NPOs on the way to change the status from NPO 
to SE, 80% of them perceive as not easy to start-up a SE. The number of barriers is analysed and 
results show that main barriers are considered:

•	 The lack of funds and opportunities to receive funds

This issue is analysed above and results that money is the constant topic of discussions among 
the SEs. Three major institutional sectors are part of this discourse: CSOs, state and businesses. 
Regarding these issues, some measures should be undertaken to access to finance.

	 It is the first time that Albanian government will dedicate specific funds for the SE, still, not 
sufficient to support for a big investment. Capacity building programmes/mentoring, for 
application the state aid fund and its implementation, should be scheduled.

	The difficulty to access to grants/projects due to lacking capacities in writing project proposals/
applications should be addressed through dedicated capacity building programmes, by donors 
or the CSOs itself. 

	Access to finance is still difficult through the banking system in Albania as it does not consider 
the NPOs sector sufficient to dedicate specific banking products for SEs. Besides that, the 
social investments are deemed as investment types with high risk and the banks do not have 
a guarantee for such loans. They, generally, maintain high expectations on both profit and 
dividend to ensure payment of interest, instalments, and principle.

	Difficulties to access business angels’ capital by the business, is multiplied when it comes to 
social investment. Venture philanthropy should be the case to explore. The two latter can be 
problematic for organisations that apply hybrid form, i.e in one side it receives loans and on 
the other side grants.

•	 The institutional environment, national and local authorities, as non-supportive structure in their 
initiatives through programmes, procurements, etc. 

Although the social entrepreneurship is the nascent domain, still national and local authorities should 
deem in advance to support. Especially the local authorities should dedicate programmes that do 
not necessarily dedicate funds.  Another support is considered the facilitation to access to market, 
know-how support, capacity building programmes, promotion the good practices of SEs, promotion 
of products and services provided by them and creating the request for their products in the market.
 
There is a need for a coordination mechanism between institutions. A social enterprise before receiving 
the status should obtain the required license to start the operation, which mostly is given by other 
structures than MSHP. The need for the coordination mechanism is reinforced again.

•	 The missing of supportive legal framework and moreover an inapplicable legislation of SE

As described above, there are still several questions and ambiguities encompass the Law 
implementation. There are still some procedures necessary to be clarified for better functioning the 
SE entities. As the SE is expected to reach an income of over 20% by a profitable activity, it is not 
supported by the Law that allows the exemption from VAT. Will these activities be subject of VAT when 
the percentage of the income from the economic activity reaches over the threshold of 20%? Also, it 
is not clear if the organisations are funded by different types of incomes, what about the economic 
activity. Should it operate through a separate secondary NUIS, or it will be under only one NUIS? Are 
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the economic and social criteria calculated on the overall activity or only on the economic part? 
These are some of the questions that are raised by the organisations during the initiation and implementation 
phase of economic activity. The percentage on the readiness of the NPOs to apply for the status is 
relatively low to just 9%.

•	 the lack of awareness and recognition on the SE’s role, as contributors in mitigation the social 
problems in society and missing the education with spirit of solidarity and by the whole society 

The above concerns should require the promoting social entrepreneurship at all levels of education, 
by supporting educational programmes and lifelong learning projects, and producing informative 
publications promoting good examples of social entrepreneurship; replicating innovative educational 
programmes; and encouraging further education in social entrepreneurship for teachers, adults, 
public servants and social entrepreneurs. 
Educational activities, through both formal and informal educational programmes at different levels 
of education and the educational campaign for the raising awareness of the whole population, are 
supportive measures to reach public education.

•	 Development of SE as successful profitable activity requires human resouces capable to manage 
the activities and skills and knowledgeable to produce the goods or render services. 

Given that the criteria defined by the Law for 30% of the staff shall come from the representatives 
of the most vulnerable and disfavourable persons are not favourable sometime in economic activity. 
Some market researches conclude that the attitude towards work is a social-psychological issue, 
negatively reflected the people with low-income level, which should be taken into consideration. The 
contribution to that category of people should be a process, starting from raising awareness on social 
aspects of the work and then preparing with job skills to be ready for the labour market. Although this 
is an issue for the whole society, this consideration should be in mind in the intervention processes 
from all interested parties. 
The above problem is solvable by the CSOs as they deal with the training of the employees with the 
social skills and required skills in the labour market. But it is still a disadvantage for the SE to achieve 
producing competitive products or services.

•	 Market development is another issue to be discussed as a main barrier strongly emphasised 
by the organisations.

Some specific activities related to manufacturing as the traditional products, craft, local food products, 
processing of food and agriculture products have one of the main barriers to development and growth 
the access to the market. In most cases, several organisations that support women in rural areas, 
even with production capacities find difficulties to enter the market. 
This is one of the issues not easily solved, but the support of local authorities and other business 
institutions can help. The promotion of the local products through the promotional tools as the open 
trade fair is one of the possibility. But other mechanism accessing the export market can be the best 
support for development the export-orientation products.

G23.: List of barriers to start-up SE in all sectors

5.4 Perspective of SE development, challenges and capacities of CSOs

The majority of the organisations in this survey did not declare starting any SE, anyway, this session 
is trying to give an overview from the perspective of NPOs, on the perception of the development of 
this sector and the capacities needed. 

Among the CSOs/NPOs, the concept of SE is not fully understood. In this survey, they were asked 
if they conceive the SE as an effective instrument to generate funds for the organisation and to 
create sustainability in providing their social mission. 73% of the organisations confirm that it is the 
main instrument, but 23% were not sure to give a positive answer. The organisations confirmed the 
importance of profitable activities, but all important factors are relatively in a balance between them. 
The respondents have recognised the economic activity as important for expanding the services, 
sustain activities, financial stability, increasing of employment and independence by the external 
funds, either locally or internationally.

It is widely accepted the fact that the funding strategy reliant on international donors is less likely to 
render financial stability. The reduction of international donations and development funds, difficulties 
in accessing the EU funds drives a need for diversity and addition to the existing funding base. It is 
necessary, especially for the small, root-based and community-based organisations. The findings 
from the survey confirm that the NPOs are looking at creating the SEs, as a chance to diversify 
funding basis. With the promised percentage of 72%, the organisations are planning to establish a 
SE. There will be payable services and activities or development of different economic activity just as 
a source for money generation in fulfilment the mission’ objectives of the organisations. The findings 
in the graphs below demonstrate a high optimism to 48% planning to start an activity within a year 
following criteria required by a SE and 35% within 2 years. All this, call for a movement from traditional 
and classic NPO model to that of a SE. This change is starting and soon NPOs will become more 
effective and efficient mechanism in delivering their social mission.

G.21: Importance of profitable 
activities

G.22: Planning to start-up a SEs G.23 Time planning 
to start up a SE 

              

The table below is prepared based on the finding of the survey. It shows the correlation between the 
perception of the size of investment in the value and the number of personnel required. If we make 
a comparison between these two indicators, it is noticed that the value of investment in the range 
of €1500-3000 can generate 1 (one) working place. 

Nr Investment Value Coorelation between invetment value and nr of 
employees

1   2,000-5,000  3

2   5,000-10000 3-5

3 10,000-30,000 6-10

4 30,000-50000 Over 10
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For exact figures, please refer to the graphs below. 

Due to the size of the investment, the types and nature of activities planned to start in the coming 
years in nearly 40% of them have the characteristics of that of small businesses.

G.24: Investment value 
in 000/Eur

G.25: Planning of Nr. of staff G.26 Planning for funding the SE 

              

The main source to ensure funds for investments remains with international and private donors in 
more than 63%. Should be emphasized that 17% of the organisations plan to rely on public sources 
or from the State Aid and a large percentage of them will apply to MHSP for obtaining SE’ status. In 
this circumstance, when the NPOs want to change to SE and only 17% will rely on public fund, it will 
require that government to find other forms of SEs’ support.

Keeping up with the evolving environment of social enterprises can be a challenge. 27% of 
responses perceive difficult the transformation of NPO into successful SE, whereas 56% deem as an 
application process, but do not consider as the simple one. 

1. One of the main challenges that an NPO will face in the transformation process to SE will be 
the adaption of the NPO’ organisation structure model to the business model to be able to 
compete in the market with companies that produce similar or substitute products or services. 
Even in the business world the changes, transformation and adaption can be of great success, but 
also share the same risk to failure. 

2.    The main source to ensure funds for investments remain with international and private 
donors and NPOs have difficulties to access to donors’ funds. From the focus group meetings, 
some participants in Vlora and Shkodra declared that they can start social enterprises, due to the 
availability of human capacities, assets, equipment and premises, but do not have initial investment 
value and sufficient capacity to prepare projects and sometimes even when applied, were not lucky 
to be selected. 

3.  The low level of initial investment demonstrates that SE stays within the characteristic of 
the small business. The large-scale and far-reaching change processes are often seeing to be 
unaffordable by the NPOs. They should be transformed and upgrade by doing incremental changes.

4.  Availability of fix assets is the main condition to start a profitable activity, such as premises, 
building for daily and care centres, a workshop for manufacturing, land for production of rural and 
local products, types of machinery and equipment.

5. The respondents were asked to state if they will access and cope with the market in the same 
conditions as their competitors, will they have a competitive advantage or will be disadvantaged. 
The answers should be carefully analysed. They stated up to 32% that will compete as equal with 
their competitors in the business market, and moreover that 54% of them will have a competitive 
advantage. Certainly, that in specific area or activities this might be a true statement, but from the 
writer of this report, it is less likely that SEs to have competitive advantages in the market. 

This demonstrates that among the managers, directors or leader of NPOs there is less information 
and knowledge on functioning the real businesses and the difficulties to access the market.  

6. From other studies in the labour market carried out with businesses that employed staff from the 
marginalised groups is confirmed that their employees lack practical skills in technical aspects and 
lack the soft skills related to communication between colleagues, partners, management and the 
lack of motivation. That means that entering in the market with goods and services produced 
by 30% of the human resources from the less qualified and educated persons that generally, 
characterized the most vulnerable and disadvantaged persons, will be another challenge for 
SEs.

G.27: Difficulties to set-up a SE G.28: Competitive advantages in the market

            

Perception in the hypothetical situation that might affect NPO transformed into a SE is analysed 
based on statements of the respondents. The perceived effects in its highest ranking are in the 
following: 

The risk of finding financial resources because social business is considered a business of high risk.

	Reduction of the financial resources from donors, due to considering their activities as profitable
	Shifting attention from the realization of basic organization services to the profit activities
	Impairment of the organization’s image in the community it operates 
	Organizational and operational malfunction due to the adoption of the structure to the new 

model.

5.5 Assessment of SE’ needs and support for sustainability and growth

Social enterprise sector requires a range of well-targeted support to associate them in their journey 
from idea to a successful social enterprise in quality and sustainability. If any npo is inspired and 
motivated to start a social enterprise they often need support and encouragement to help them 
develop their ideas.

Motivating and inspiring the establishment of se or transforming an npo in se seeks an enabling 
environment and support by the national and local government. Albanian organisations consider the 
governmental support to be expressed in different forms as a donation in monetary funds, active 
assets as warehouses, stores, land, facilitation and/or exemption from specific taxes, as well support 
for the promotion of their ses and products/services.
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G.29: Types of donations and 
support

G30: Expectation from state aid G.31 Proposed changes in 
Procurement Procedures 

              

In more details, the organisations are expecting to be supported on different forms, as listed below:

	Donation or usage of the public propoerties as properties, lands, buildings, offices

	Subsidize of the operational costs

	Subsidize for purchasing machinieries, equipment, transport means

	Exemptions from Tax on Profit

	Exemption from VAT  

Access to public funds

	 The State Aid on the “Creation of the Social Enterprises Fund” foresees covering 70% of the eligible 
cost of the business idea proposal that takes in consideration only three categories of expenditures, including:

(i)  the machineries and equipment for services or manufacturing, 
(ii)  vocational training and qualification for the new employees from the marginalized groups and 
(iii) 50% of the minimum salary for new employees from the marginalized groups categories

The organisations expressed the concern that considerable part on the cost of an activity is the 
operational cost, and, as such, it should be recognised as an element of the eligible cost, even from 
the public funds. On the other side, 62% do not keep hopes on the public funds, they still tend to rely 
on private or international donors to fund their social business ideas.

Another form of support through public funds is through giving access to the public procurement to 
compete with their products and services. But on e-procurement procedures (http://www.app.gov.
al/e-prokurim/) of the Public Procurement Agency, the NPOs are not allowed to register and have 
access to the e-procurement platform. 

Although, this survey tends to give some elements needs to be changed on the procurement 
procedures, in case it will be an option, e.g.

	to lower the criteria of years of experience, 

	the level of annual turnover, 

	the number of employees and 

	to allow direct procurement for specific social services.

Social Procurement is a topic analysed, also, by the organisation PARTNERS Albania, “Policy 
document on Social Procurement in Albania” (2014), but few examples show that organisations are 
contracted for the social services by the Municipalities, and in specific cases always through the donors/
project as intermediary, or through other mechanisms, but not directly procured by Municipalities. The 
changes in the procurement seek political involvement and as such, it needs strong lobbying.

Capacity building and skill development 
Creation of social enterprises lead to tomorrow needs a set of skills and motivation. The 
management of for-profit activities within a SE requires certain business skills and capacity, 
similar to those of for-profit SMEs/businesses. Although the managerial skills, project planning 
and implementation, financial management, reporting are practised by the managers and staff of 
a non-profit organisation, other skills are required to be developed for better performance of SE., 
They need to write a business plan, prepare strategies to enter in the market, sales and customer 
service, negotiation with suppliers, price policy, raise finance and so on.

The management staff/leaders of the NPO on this changing process to SE need additional knowledge 
and skill to better compete in the real market. Working for many years in the social sectors the 
social entrepreneurs should change to a business mindset. The concept of management and 
business mindset is not always a feature of the people working on the social field. 

On the other side, there are many important differences in the way social enterprises operate. For 
example, social enterprises have different legal and governance structures from for-profit SMEs. 
Their primary aim is social and not commercial, but sometimes these activities are inseparable. 
Sometimes the SEs deal with complex activities from product and services to other social activities, 
training, educations, etc. They need to create a balance of income through profitable activities and 
grants/donations. Also, social entrepreneur leader should have skills and capacities to access 
different sources of finance and investment compared to profitable SMEs

Asking the organisations what are their capacities to be transformed into SE 68% of them declared 
that they have in-house human capacities to manage a SE. This is the same percentage of the 
organisations that have confirmed the establishing a SE, in nearly coming years. The qualification 
of NPOs’ management staff is relatively high in cases when the organisations had created internal 
capacities to apply and implement big projects, but this is not relevant to other organisations/
associations created on local communities, rural areas, etc.

To match the already existing capacities with the required skills for management economic activity 
of a social enterprise there is a need for capacity building and training programmes to equip them 
with the business knowledge and specifically the skills for social entrepreneurs.

Below is listed several thematic topics sorted by the necessity and importance for planning a 
business, starting, implementing, validating to receive sustained knowledge and skills. These 
topics correspond to the findings compiled by the questionnaires as:

	Business Planning 

	Sales and Marketing 

	Financial Management and tax regulation

	Product/service operations

	HRM 
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Access to advice/training
The above topics should be delivered by business support service’ organisations/consulting. As a 
result of these differences between business support services and the needs of social enterprises, 
the organisations that are implementing the Project: “Support the Civil Society Organisation to 
develop Social enterprises” are trying to provide the pre-start support through training on how to 
prepare a Social Business Plan by adopting the curricula for preparation of business planing for-
profit SMEs to non-profit SE. These initiatives will work with NPOs staff/leaders who have an idea 
for a social enterprise and provide a range of support to help them develop it to launch. Further 
advice about the basis for setting up a social enterprise is foreseen.

G32: Capacities of CSOs to plan SE G.33 The needs for trainings 

                    
The specific programmes dedicated to pre-start support for social entrepreneurs from social 
and human services, health care, community development, culture, environment and education 
organizations are necessary to be scheduled to further improve their knowledge and skills for being 
able to manage profitable activities with focus on access to market for the better social, cultural 
and environmental services. One of the most important features of pre-start support is to give staff/
leaders the confidence to try, even when the idea still needs to be developed to turn it into a viable 
social enterprise.

5.6 Encouraging and promoting Social Enterprises/Entrepreneurship

The new social entrepreneurship model requires people who think creatively about social problems 
and consider profitable-based solutions to support them. It needs to create a social entrepreneurship 
culture where profit and social impact are entwined in one harmonised structure. This balance is in 
equilibrium only when other external factors play their supportive role, as well. Given that the concept 
of social enterprises has recently introduced in Albania the institutional and public recognition 
is relatively low. Recently, several examples of social enterprises, mainly in the legal form of non-
profits and for-profit as social businesses, are initiated and developed but need to be further promoted 
to achieve that:
	The CSO urges and pre-incubated the idea to finalize with SE establishment or transformed.

	The society arises the spirit of solidarity with the organisations as contributors to their social 
objectives, through the education programme and philanthropy

	The target groups and beneficiaries understand that SEs are the structure primarily supporting 
directly them.

	The volunteers dedicate more time and skills to contribute to SE

	The consumers shift their awareness about the impact of their purchase decision

	 The social investors and private sector donates to social enterprises

	 The market behaviour creates an environment where social enterprises cooperate and 
networks to support each other in the same value chain.

The achieving these objectives remains to the state institutions structure, local authorities and the CSO 
sector. The Manual for Promotion of Social Enterprises, approved by the Ministry of Health and Social 
Protection, foresees the objectives, measures, messages, means and channels of communication. 
This survey tries to understand the role of the main actors in promoting social entrepreneurship from 
the organisations itself. Only 45% were informed about the law on social enterprises, out of the 
66% were informed by the international and local organisations and less by relevant Ministry and 
municipalities. In the focus group meeting, held in Vlora region, only a few numbers from participants 
had information about the Law. They raised the need that in addition to promoting the Law and 
creation of SE, the government or other structures should give better orientation to NPOs towards 
changing to SE status and to establishing sustained new organisation forms.

In support of the government, other organisations as UN Women and local organisation “Initiative for 
Social Enterprises” have been involved in promoting SEs with promotional materials. They prepared 
promotion and information materials on SE and organised information sessions in three municipalities.

Concerning the support to SE by the local governments, it is identified that only Tirana Municipality is the 
most sensitive authority towards promoting the social entrepreneurship through specific programmes 
for women, youth and Roma and Egyptian communities. Organisations “Partners Albania” and Yunus 
Social Business are other actors that give a considerable contribution to the promotion of social 
entrepreneurship.

Also, social entrepreneurship must be educated early in life. The education system can play a great 
role in creating an ecosystem that supports and promote social entrepreneurship. The Albanian 
education system tends to implement entrepreneurial learning/competence throughout the whole 
school system, but nobody discusses social entrepreneurship. A small part of the young generation in 
secondary education is engaged in voluntary activities with different CSOs or within the extracurricular 
programmes of the schools through clubs that encourage solidarity with most disadvantaged people. 
But still, the education system lags considering social entrepreneur as a career path.

Graph 34: Promotion of SE through different relevant institutions

	Promotion of social entrepreneurship can achieve results through a supportive institutional 
environment, including the education system, which can use various means of promotion in 
all forms or types to raise public awareness and sense to support and solidarity with them to 
create social impact. 
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6 . POTENCIAL SECTORS FOR SE DEVELOPMENT AND 
GOOD EXAMPLES 

Social enterprises operate in different field of activities, aiming to combat a diverse range of social 
problems within the legal structure of non-profit. The survey tends to give a snapshot on fields of 
activities or services within most promising areas for development Social Enterprises. The results can 
orientate organisations to analysis their possibilities and potentialities to orientate better their start-
ups. Also, the successful examples within certain activities can be replicated in other regions. On the 
other side, the government can better programme and take measure to support these sectors.

6.1 Developed sectors and good examples
The survey draws the opinion from the organisations addressing two different questions to conclude 
to the list of activities: Firstly, the question was on their perception on the most promising sector for 
the development of SEs, and another question on what kind of activities are the NPOs running or plan 
to start in the future. The results are presented below:

Graph 35: Potential sectors for development of SEs

The typology of activities is summarised as follows:
	Social care services that cover a broader range of all categories of people

	Handicraft work

	health care through theraupetic treatments, training the people with special skills, etc.

	education and training for employment 

	agro products in the form of cultivation of medicinal plants, sage and blueberries and gardening 

	agro-food, agro-tourism for production of the typical local food products 

	different types of tourism as for reacreations, hospitality, as well as, venture, nature and cultural 
tourism.

	protection of nature and biodiversity. 

The list of selected sectors, high potential to start a SE are described below, which through some 
examples of good practices captures a little of the variety of potentialities of social enterprises. The 

diversity of activities in which social enterprises operate is matched with the diversity of needs that 
different organizations try to meet within their objectives or scope of work. Some of the mentioned 
activities are operating in a particular geographic area, serving to a specific community and others 
targeting to specific categories of people. Some good examples of social enterprises confirmed during 
interviews that they generate profit over their break-even point, as a profitable SME.

The social care and services for various categories of people

The social care activities cover a broaden spectrum. Some organizations work with young people, 
children with disabilities or persons, persons with mental and physical problems, children with special 
capability, old people, homeless, victims of trafficking and victims of violence, tackling poverty, as well 
as improving health and well-being.

In Tirana, the organisations have started or planned to start activities for community services and daily 
centre for childcare and service for rehabilitation of persons with disabilities; Puka for elderly care 
and children with special capabilities; Shkodra for people with disabilities and the vulnerable groups; 
Tepelena and Korça have in operation centres for persons with mental and physical disabilities 
and; Vlora for childcare with different capacities and for elderly care. In Shkodra it is a need for 
the coordination of the request coming from the elderly people matching with the social workers, to 
guarantee them the services at their homes. Saranda has a centre for violeted women in family. 

The following examples help to illustrate the wide range of social activities started or plan to start soon 
as social enterprises: 

“Emanuel Mission” (Korça) with a focus on the elderly care, childcare and marginalised categories, 
people in need have implemented projects on activation of youth employment and inclusion. Also, they 
are implementing pilot projects on activities as (i) Social farming for organic products (ii) Community 
safety net development. (iii) Interim Recruitment Agency for social impact.

Dimension Human (Shkodra): They provide services for women and youth and centre for the elderly 
care. Previously, they have practised an activity for the production of dough products. They still have 
the machinery, but no space where to open after they lost the support from a private company.

The Doors (Shkodra): They treat people with different capabilities to increase their social inclusions 
through training and educations and try to involve them at work. Ecosocial farm for social inclusion 
aiming at increasing the number of persons involved in the social-economic and cultural life of the 
community. “The Doors” supports a musical orchestra composed by the people with limited mental 
capacity. The organisation is trying to use the ecosocial farm as a possibility for the organisation of 
schools visits as the payable service.

An interesting good example is an activity of the organisation Madonnina del Grappa (Shkodra) that 
treats people with mental limitations for 20 years. They have previously experienced opening a social 
restaurant, but now they plan again to open a daily centre for the persons with different capabilities 
that live at home. 

“Women for Women” (Shkodra) for 20 years has worked with abused women and violent men. They 
support the economic empowerment of the women by training and orientation on the job market. The 
organisation has practised working with guesthouses in Vermosh and it has been a successful activity. 
They are interested to develop this idea. Centre for Women against Violence” in Shkodra has worked 
with 4180 women that were subject to violence. They are interested to start up a social enterprise, as 
well.

Another organisation in Shkoder has supported people with limited capacities to be educated through 
formal education systems. 104 persons from this category are trained or have attended the schools. 
They are interested in the intermediary services matching the trained people capable to provide health 
and social care on one side with the people that need these services.
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Other initiatives from an organisation in Fushe-Arrez, based on voluntarism have started on environment 
activities, supporting poor families and rural women. They are interested to open a Centre to host the old 
people of the region. 

There are other considerations that social service activities are overwhelming and organisation in Elbasan 
tends to orientate their activity to explore the manufacturing area. 

The handicraft, crafts and artisan work is one of the main potential sectors for creating social enterprises. 
These activities are practising by the associations/organisations working especially with the rural women and 
disadvantaged women, Roma and Egyptian communities to develop the confidence and skills and create 
work opportunities for those, who otherwise find it difficult to get a job. 
Associations working in the handicrafts are mostly represented in the Shkoder, Kukes, Fier, Lezha and Korça 
areas. In Shkodra, association as “Rural Women” from Vau-Dejes involves and encourages participation in job 
activity the women that suffer by the patriarchal masculine mentality of the region, not allowing women to be in 
actions out of their houses. “Northern Artisans” is another association that involved the considerable number 
of craftsmanship, but also support the marginalised groups to enter the labour market through educational 
and supportive activities. 

Also in Kukes the development of craft activities is practising by the organisations in the area. The organisations 
from Fier and Lezha, are exploring and consider this sector very important for employment of the violated 
women and girls in rural areas. Also, “Women in Public Service” (Tirana), supports rural women to produce 
handicrafts. 

Coffee shop, hostels, guesthouses, entertainment
Albanian “Kolping” Association is a catholic social association. They are working with the people from the 
disfavorable categories and providing services and activities that characterise a social enterprise. Their social 
enterprises model is based on the work of 25 persons that ensure the income for the organisation on up to 90% 
based on the payable and profitable activities and 10% from donations. Some of the activities/services they 
provide are:foreign language courses (English, Italian, German and French), also offers computer courses 
and specialized courses in the field of Economics and Computer Science. 

	Bar and restaurant service
	Hotel
	The social impact of the Kolping Centre is the employment from the categories of poor people and assist 

64 (sixty-four) poor families with the basic foods basket. Kolping Centre develops community service 
projects and women’s project and raises awareness about social issues, domestic violence, bullying, 
etc. They benefit exemption of tax on the building, V.A.T, as far the Centre is recognised by the religious 
institution.

Tourism, culture and education

	 ARKA Youth Centre is a social enterprises model. It is established in Shkodra in February 2015 and 
functions according to the Law on Social Enterprises. It employs people from the marginalized groups, and 
vulnerable groups as persons from villages, orphans, Rome community and persons with disabilities. The 
employment is a process that starts with training, socialization, making people believe in themselves and 
later to outfit with required labour skills for professional work. It provides vocational trainings, education and 
services for vulnerable groups of people and youth, but not only. Its focus is on delivering training, cultural 
presentations, promotion of art and music, along with a meeting place and partnership centre for NGO’s and 
local businesses.
	The economic activity of ARKA is based on providing: 
	Bar and coffee-shop 
	Hostel service
	Bike rental

	Meeting room, library and social space for a variety of people

No data on the percentage that economic activities cover in the overall income of the NPO, but it is a good 
example in the implementation of social enterprise into practice.
 
A good example of a social enterprise is the pastry shop “Ke buono” (Fier) supported through the project 
C.A.U.S.E that uses the confiscated property of the organised crimes to transform into social enterprises.

Agriculture and agro-food

The Association “Gjelberimi 2000” in Selenica, (Vlora) confirms that potentialities for the economic activities 
related to the irrigation systems, land, olives are existing. The need for specialists in the area, training of 
farmers are some activities that through the association can re-activate the potential, but they need investment 
and support. Whereas, in Puka, two associations are working successfully with local products and medicinal 
plants.

In Lezha, but not only there are also communities of women living in rural areas, which are imposed on 
the masculine mentality that does not allow women working out of their houses. This mentality goes on the 
contrary to the needs to support their families beyond the resources within the houses. Hence, good initiatives 
experimented by the Foundation “Mary Ward Loreto” in some zones of Albania have resulted successful for 
certain communities. E.g in Kallmet, Lezha, working with a group of women on cultivation of local products 
the benefits were not only in an economic aspect, but mostly it serves to socialise women with each other, out 
of their house’s walls, and strengthen them the idea that collective work can be more profitable than working 
alone. In particular, two good examples implemented by “Mary Word Loreto” organisation are mentioned 
below:

	Cultivate of Lavender- This medicinal plant is selected and cultivated in the zone of Kallmet. Firstly, 
the land was rented and seedlings were purchased. The first investment was covered by the project. 
Know-how is provided by a businessman in the region. This activity, for the first year, could reach the 
break-even point and the third year might be profitable. Lavender can be sold as the decorative flower, 
aromatic and used for extracting the oil.

	Tailor shop- It is an initiative to training-on-job about 6 women. It is rented a workshop equipped with 
sewing machines where women cut and trim, design, iron and embroidering. They produce traditional 
clothes, bags, school uniform, etc. Although it combines working and training activity, the women are 
paid and share the revenues. Finding the market is always a challenge for such initiatives.

Service and Environment
The environmental association of “Zharrëz” possesses the land and want to build a greenhouse in the Zharres 
zone and through productions of vegetables to support five families in need in their community. They have 
asked for support from the Municipality Patos, but no positive response, so far. This idea is interesting. They 
have found the buyers but the lack of funding has postponed the project implementation.

Also, two very active associations in the region of Fier find interesting the idea of providing service 
cleaning activities and have already started. Another one has the idea of establishing a cooperative. Also in 
Roskovec, the idea of production of accessories by recycling materials can be successful if it is financed. The 
association can train the rural women of 14 villages and engage them in economic activities. 

Training
Training of the blind persons with skills to identify cancer breast was another initiative elaborated recently, under 
this topic. Generally, training activities are part of many organisations’ activities, which train disadvantaged 
persons with social and life skills and then vocational training before introducing them in the labour market.  
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6.2 Some considerations for development of potential activities in different 
areas 

The report looks closer in some specific sectors, trying to identify what are the most potential sectors 
considered suitable for employment of the members of the families in need. Also, it identifies what are hurdles 
or obstacles for the non-profit organisations/association to be overcome and chances for starting a social enterprise. 
Below are mentioned some ways of intervention in specific activities, as:

Social and education activities 

In addition to several activities and social services explored by many organisations in Albania, the report 
highlights some other initiatives to be taken into consideration: 

	Ageing of the population in Albania is a phenomenon identified by the statistics, due to the migration and 
the decrease of the newborns. The mode of living of the young generation away from their parents for old 
population create implications. The need for this category on home-based care and health care might be 
a considerable market for social enterprises. 

	Recently, social phenomena characterising children and adolescents such as the school leavings, begging, 
the usage of drugs, penal crimes in young age especially from the disfavorable families, might require the 
necessity for the opening of special schools to treat these categories that might be the contingencies for 
crime, in the future.

Processing home-made products and local products in small scale

	 A new trend in processing bioproducts is initiated and developed in different zones. Some good examples 
of consuming and selling such products can be mentioned the restaurants in Velipoja and Zus. They 
serve the processed home-made products of the farmers in the surrounding areas, using the products 
planted and grown up in their home gardens or farms. These examples show a good opportunity to 
engage the community in local production, which can further empower them economically. Processing 
of garden varieties or local fruits/vegetables by using simple tools or technology is considered very 
important to guarantee the income generation for the families, especially in rural areas. Measures to 
support selling products e.g. provision of a point of sales for the certain zone or community can help to 
promote and increase the productivity of community in home-made processing products. 

	 Positive trends in consuming bioproducts, small workshops for dairy and meat processing, production of 
sauces, fruit composts and jams, original fresh juices, sausage and on the other side the development 
of tourism in these regions of Albania very soon will increase the requests for these products. Interesting 
fruits or vegetables as wild plums, raspberries, blueberries, chestnuts, nuts, figs, pears, cherries, 
okra, onions, eggplant and various varieties of honey, fruit growing and cultivating snails are potential 
products to be further explored, cultivate, processed to bring into the market, by different projects 
or organisations. The support, along the whole cycle and value chain from collection to selling, by 
involving a targeted community in rural areas can be explored for the creation of the social enterprises. 

Further measures needed: 
	 The support to develop and sell the home-made products should be combined with raising awareness of 

the home-made producers on the importance of high-quality products, as a possibility to stay longer in 
the market and not to sell fake products to cheat customers. This attitude should be educated because 
people are attracted to quick earnings. 

	 The expertise in home-made products is not sufficient to bring the products to the market, therefore, 
support on training related to the information on quality, on food preservation, food safety, labelling and 
packaging should be delivered.

	 In overall, donor organizations, CSOs, projects can identify the certain potential communities for 
development of the specific products, as mentioned above and search for the person who can take the 
responsibility to manage these initiatives. They can train the people due to their specialization or division 
of works and support in creating conditions for selling the products. These forms of cooperation can be 
registered as social enterprises or cooperative form. 

	 For start-up social enterprises, the intervention can support for e.g. paying the social insurance for the 
first year or in more structured and systemic form, the SE can be supported within the three-year life cycle. 
First-year for empowering the activity; Second year – for marketing development; and Third Year – for 
employment increase.

Another possibility is the agriculture and collection of medicinal plants 
	Plants as lavender, sage, red Juniperus, etc., and extraction of medicinal or aromatherapy oils are 

products, already in the export market. These activities have started through supportive initiatives 
by donors and have resulted successful. But still, this business activity can be explored for further 
development in varieties or production capacity. 

	Further the medicinal plants and oils are used as additional raw materials for production of alternative 
products e.g. soap in traditional forms, or other beauty and health products. These initiatives have 
been supported by Yunus Social Business, from packaging the products to establishing the brand as 
well as promoting and selling in shops. 

	Exploring the possibilities for growing up and selling original fresh flowers can be taken into 
consideration, as another positive experience.

	The specialization and division of works in collectors, producers and processors, preservers, 
transporters, cleaners, sellers, etc. can be very productive to reach community-based small scale 
production compare to an individual family frame. Good examples of such forms of organization, 
especially by the association of farmers are identified.

Tourism is another interested sector with high potential for development social 
enterprises 

In Shkodra area, because of its rich touristic offer is distributed throughout the year, the need for services 
in the form of guesthouses, hostels, as well as tourist guides still is needed. Thus, tourist facilities require 
qualified people in specific professions of cooks, waiters, bartenders, housekeepers, tourist guides of culture 
or adventures, etc. The study identified that the employment offer is higher than the available skills required 
from the sector. Specifically, in the city centre, the required skills for the hospitality industry can be founded 
more easily than for other touristic zones. 

Lezha Region has great potential to develop different types of tourism. So, due to its natural landscape, 
pleasant attractions, along the coastal line of Shengjin and two lagoons, it possesses great potential for the 
development of coastal, rural and natural tourism. Its historical heritage in the city and cultural heritage, e.g. 
Zadrima for its ethnography value, make the Municipality of Lezha more attractive destination for cultural 
tourism.

Fier has developed culture tourism because of the archaeological site of Apolonia, which is very interested in 
visitors. Summer holidays are developed in three zones: Seman, Darzeze and Bishtporo. These three zones 
are attractive for seasonal jobs in bar and restaurant. Development of agro-tourism can be very potential 
because of the existing capacities.

Recently, the number of tourists in Korça is multiplied, by visiting and participating in many events, celebrations, 
cultural and culinary activities throughout the year. Development of roads and tourist infrastructure, the 
investment in the preservation of the historical, cultural and natural sites, development of winter tourism in 
Dardha and Voskopoja is associated with an increase in accommodation capacities of Korça.
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The tourism industry in the zone, including hotels and guesthouses, bar and restaurants, transport, entertainment 
activities, shops and souvenirs, has recently increased the need for employment of the professionals of this 
sector as cooks, waiters, bar-tenders and tourist guides. The zones of Dardha and Voskopoja and recently 
Vithkuq have increased the necessity for these professions. Appreciation and development of traditional crafts 
add values in tourism. Therefore, the necessity to further develop crafts is also important. Guesthouses are in 
a new trend in Korça, but they need to be orientated as a professional activity. Therefore, the high demands 
in tourism and service sectors reflect the potential for the organisations to engage the familiars from the rural 
areas. 

Other organisations in Vlora has recognised the interest in the tourist guide and diving courses as well as 
the discovery of treasures. The protection of biodiversity and environmental protection through sustainable 
development in rural areas are explored from organisations in the Permet area. 

Cultural tourism and culinary agrotourism also have potentialities for development in Gjirokastra.

Traditional crafts are labour intensive work and as such high potential for employment and economic 
empowerment of women that are highly involved in these activities. Also, the development of traditional craft 
gives possibilities to appreciate and valorize the old and inherited traditional and boost the development of 
cultural tourism in the area. 

Build on the previous experience, Shkodra city and its surroundings are well known for traditional workshops 
that produce works made of textile, crafts of sewing, embroidering, wool products, silver, filigree, carving and 
embellishment of wood, marble, alabaster and rush-work, ceramics, metallic and masks. This embedded 
experience in the region must be transferred to the new generation. Several professionals have established 
their small businesses with potential for growth. Hence, many efforts are done in the crafts sector by the 
associations of crafts and other specific projects implemented by different donors, but still, this sector is facing 
difficulties in the market without support. 

Lezha has inherited tradition in wood production. The woodcraft speciality is renewed and needs to be 
transmitted to the youngsters. Works made of marble are of high quality. Also, Lezha has developed the 
works made of iron processing and the producing of the sun tends, which mostly are produced by Rome and 
Egyptian communities.

Many women in Fier and Korça, Kruja, Tirana, Kukes used to work in the enterprises for the production of wool 
carpets, an experience which is embedded in the city and needs to be revived again. Individual women have 
started working at their houses, but it is not well developed. Sculptures made of gypsum and wood products 
are other crafts developed. Reviving of crafts industry, wool carpet and embroidery can be also potential to be 
further explored through the organisation in the form of social enterprises/social businesses. 

From Lezha, Tereza Gega, an experienced artisan provides the training course for embroidery, crafts, loom, 
etc. and hired the people she trained. In Fishta zone, an artisan produces ceramics products, but he also 
trained the young people and hired the persons he trained himself.

Korça has its tradition in crafts that are characteristic for the zone. The products made of wool as rugs, carpets, 
blankets in different ways of working, embroidery; iron working for the main entrance of the houses, ceramics, 
etc., are some of the typical products of the area. The tradition of stone working is renewal again, especially in 
Voskopoja due to the decision for covering houses with decorative stones to make more attractive for tourists. 
Embroidery and other types of crafts are sold in Greece or Tirana. 

The skills for embroidery are practised by the association “Qendistarja”, but the cost of raw materials is 
relatively high and find the market individually, is rather difficult. 

This study concludes that Shkodra, Lezha, Kukes, Korça, Kruja, Tirana, Gjirokastra are very attractive for 
the development of crafts and with high potential for expansion and improvement. The interventions from 
different projects have influenced only a few businesses/social businesses and, as such, the sector still lacks 
valorization of traditional values, updating with new values and trends of lifestyles and use. Also, cooperation 

forms between different craftsmen and other actors are missing.

In this respect, the good experience provided in the crafts sector can be replicated. The different donors or 
organizations through projects may assist vulnerable people by starting initiatives that support the development 
of the crafts sector and increase the employability skills in the whole value chain of the crafts industry. 

There are some good experiences of support for traditional craft by the Municipality of Tirana and the Agency 
for Promotion of Social Business that through a memorandum together are supporting 4450 artisans in Albania 
and abroad.

.
Service as houselady or babysitter or cleaning of the building can also be explored. These are opportunities 
in menial jobs but can accommodate some women from Roma and Egyptian communities, but not only. These 
opportunities can be grabbed only by the people that have a recommendation by previous job seekers, so it 
makes a bit difficult. In this regard, any NPO can function as an intermediary in this activity. It can collect the 
requests coming from families interested to have cleaning lady/babysitter at home and at the same time select 
the women from the target group suitable or acceptable for these positions and match them together. The 
organisations can guarantee that the selected jobseekers attend the training on how to provide professional 
cleaning or baby sitter before are advised or recommended to any family.

Agriculture, in the Lezha region mainly includes delicious fruit and vegetables, potatoes, melons and a 
variety of meat and dairy products. It is known for Kallmet wine, raki and turkey of Zadrima. Thanks to the 
fact of fertile land and favourable climate, Lezha has higher production of agricultural products, sufficient 
to cover the needs of the residents but also the needs of visitors especially coming as tourists during the 
summer. Agriculture is a main important sector for Fier region. It includes the harvesting of wheat and corn, 
olive, tomatoes, potatoes, grape, apple and watermelon and animal feed and poultry. The main important 
issue for the farmers is the collection and selling the products to the market, but after the establishment of 
warehouses from PPP scheme, the delivering of goods from field to warehouse and trading in other markets 
in Albania or export is easier. But, the warehouses cannot cover all the production in many areas of Fier. Low 
production from the poor farmers might not be interesting from both sides to use the warehouses. 
In Fier, except the traditional products, the successful experiment with strawberries has increased the potential 
for growing its production. Three new varieties are experimented in Fier area to plant and grow up according to 
the requirement of EU standards. Through the cooperation between farmers and foreign companies (Bulgaria 
and Netherlands), interested in these products, the strawberries are certified to be accepted even in the 
export market. 

The agriculture will remain the dominant sector in Korça’s economy. The farms are away from market 
orientation and generally not well organized in associations or cooperatives. Agriculture and livestock products 
will continue to be the main source for income generation, which means that young people and other poor 
families in the rural area will continue to work in their house economy. 

Opportunities for producing and selling bioproducts, creating the brand of products for a specific zone are 
possibilities to be considered for producing and marketing the bioproducts; The cultivation of seeds of the 
agricultural product can be a chance to inherit the old varieties of vegetables;

Korça is known for horticulture, wheat, potatoes, apple, beans, tobacco, watermelon and animal feeds. 
Therefore, the support to the farmers through farmers’ associations for the development of their products, to 
open market places and promotion of the traditional products are some very important measures to give a 
boost to the creation of cooperatives.
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6.3 Some of potential geographic areas with potentiallity for development 

The report identified some of the main important zones in some municipalities with potential for development, 
not only because of the availability of natural resources but also in the human capacities.

Postribe: This area is 20 minutes away from Shkodra. The people are poor and undeveloped but hard workers.

Dajç: The people living in this zone are not very poor. They work in dairy production, greenhouses, flower, 
palms and seedlings. The returned emigrants are self-organised in community. They have bought a tractor to 
serve the village. Another person imports greenhouses. In general, the community is self-organised. 

Trushi: The inhabitants of this zone are heterogeneous, because are migrated from different areas of upper 
Shkodra. They are working as farmers of livestock and have established greenhouses for vegetables.

Vau Dejes: “Zyberaj” company has employed three women for embroidery and carpet working, but still, there 
are capacities to be further developed to grow the businesses in the handicrafts sector.

Velipoja: Here can be found contact person with a good sense of cooperation to support the projects if 
initiatives might be programmed and initiated.

Puka: Support from the religious organization has resulted successful. An Italian priest is supporting the 
community in the processing of salami.

In Fier Seman area- the population of this zone has emigrated for many years in Greece and now they are 
back to work in the agriculture and livestock.

Levan, Frakull, Kaparaj, Darzezë are other regions with very productive land and the irrigation system is 
operating properly. Therefore, these areas can be potential zones for intervention and creation of social 
businesses, involving the young people and women. 

Roskovec has an agricultural profile, where people practising the shearing of olives. Here are grown 
strawberries and raspberries, cultivated in a small economy. The people can be involved in this business via 
packaging for the foreign company, or the possibilities to cultivate them, taught and instructed by the specialist 
from Netherland.

The interesting zones, listed above can be potential areas to be taken into consideration from the future 
programmes or projects targeted the zones. Through activation of certain community-based business activities, 
the chances to assist poor and marginalized people might result successfully.

6.4 Other relevant forms of organisation for social entrepreneurship

Other forms of organisation can be cooperative companies and social business.

a) Cooperative companies

This form of cooperation, based on the law, is applied to agriculture. It requires the identification of the 
zone/community of intervention and the person who can take the responsibility to manage this initiative. 
Cooperative forms within communities should be encouraged. It can be very productive to reach small 
scale production in community-based. The specialization and division of works in collectors, producers and 
processors, preservers, transporters, cleaners, sellers, etc. are very important to be defined and developed. 
This form of cooperation satisfies other psycho and social elements as socialization, collectivity, ability to 
take responsibility, make decisions, exploring and believe in his/her capacities, economic empowerment, 

activation of young people and women, high impact and friendlier to the environment, etc. 
Recently the Cooperative concept is introduced as “Cluster” concept by the international organisations 
for the development of the initiatives of different groups of interests, including women, especially in the 
agriculture sectors. An example is a Cluster for the sector of Medicinal Plants. This sector enabling the 
employment of thousand persons in the rural areas and represents 35% of the income of families in rural 
areas. 95% of them is exported, in the value of Eur 19 million, or 20% of the export of agricultural products. 
Association of Food Industry in Albania is in contact with different actors in the value chain as small farmers, 
collectors, processors, input suppliers, exporters, supporting agencies for regional development to support 
the creation of the clusters of the medicinal plants in the Northern part of Albania, strongly emphasizing 
the basic principle of the clusters. Another cluster is supported by the UN Women cluster in agro-tourism, 
introduced in Belsh opened new opportunities to rural women in Belsh.

Social business
 
Promotion of social business contributes also to the development of social entrepreneurship. The Agency 
for “Promoting of Social Busines” as a public structure in the legal status of a joint-stock company is 
working with projects to support the specific sectors in the country and to promote the social businesses in 
the international events. They are working in supporting:

1.  Traditional craft through cooperation with Municipality of Tirana and Albanian American Development 
Fund. One of their support is through the organisation of Christmas Market for artisans, creation of the 
brand “Albanian motives” for modern clothing and accessories based on the traditional costumography.

2.  In the regions of Kukes, Librazhd and Elbasan after studying the potential sectors for creation of 
social businesses, in cooperation with GIZ are supporting (i) the Production of biodiesel in Elbasan and 
(ii) Production of Albanian potato chips in Kukes.

3.  Social businesses with Rome communities in 7 (seven) municipalities in Elbasan, Shkoder, Fier, 
Korça, Permet, Pogradec, etc. are planned to start.

Also, the support of local municipalities, except the Tirana municipality, with specific programmes dedicated 
to social business is not evident. Another active structure, in supporting the social business is Yunus Social 
Business.Also, the support of local municipalities, except the Tirana municipality, with specific programmes 
dedicated to social business is not evident. Another active structure, in supporting the social business is 
Yunus Social Business.

6.5 Proposals for other forms of supports or interventions

	Development of agriculture products can be explored as a possibility for the employment of people 
living in villages. Encouraging of the cooperative form of cooperation, creating good examples and 
promoting them might be some types of interventions.

	The expertise in home-made products to bring the products to the market needs further support 
on training towards the way of the product conservation, food safety, labelling and packaging, etc., 
according to the requirement of the standards;

	The support to develop and sell the home-made products should be combined with raising awareness 
of the home-made producers on the importance of high-quality products, as a possibility to stay longer 
in the market and not to sell fake products to cheat customers;

	Support with the creation of possibilities for selling the products to train the people due to their 
specialization or division of work and other issues concern; 
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	Provision of a point of sales for a certain zone or community can help to promote and increase the 
productivity of community or homemade processing products. 

	Support the initiators on marketing issues e.g. to confection the products, establish their brand and 
how to sell in shops. 

	Support in finding markets can be explored as possibilities for market expansion. 

	Encourage public institutions or business support organizations that advise on business opportunities 
and market access to agriculture products or crafts could be very effective.

	It is recommended that centres for youth, women, communities should implement programmes and 
have specialists to urge their creativity, support new ideas and promote them to inspire the others. 

6.6 Cooperation with local authorities

	 Municipalities can find mechanisms to support the NPOs/SEs through creating access to provide 
social services in their territorial jurisdiction. Small producers, artisans, handicrafts and traditional products, 
the economic empowerment of youth, women and girls should orientate their employment in the structural 
form of social enterprises. Coordination mechanism between donors, businesses and national authorities 
should be in place. Also, the facilitation mechanism of the local fiscal system or other tools to encourage new 
social enterprises should be explored.
	 Many social issues facing the target groups will be addressed through solving economic issues and 
in this context, some of the recommendations given in this report consider the development of the social 
enterprises as a new model for the employment of disadvantaged categories of people.

7. MAIN CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Albanian government has appreciated the high involvement of the Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) in 
fulfilling the objectives of the government to address the social issues, which affect the target groups in regard 
to their possibilities for social inclusion, access to better services, health care, employment, training and 
qualification, gender equality, economic empowerment. In this regards, the Government has approved the 
legal framework to regulate the organization, operation and activity of social enterprises, as well as promote 
and revive the CSOs to create social enterprises.

The legal framework of social enterprises although in place, still, has some ambiguities in implementation. 
The Law does not consider the SE’ status as an instrument that gives more space traditional NPOs to change 
towards SEs as development organisations that can think openly and creatively, operate independently, and 
be responsible and reports for their activities. Sometimes, the Law gives the impression as if it is approved 
just for the sake of creating a legal basis to dedicate the Social Enterprises Fund through a state aid scheme 
to SEs.

Therefore, the government should consider the “Status of Social Enterprises” as a recognition by the community, 
local government, tax authority, etc., for NPOs that carry out economic activities within the status of non-profit 
and not only as an instrument to receive public funds by the non-profit organisations.

The Law does not foresee an organization with SE status to release the status and continue operation as NPO, 
but consider it as a unique structure to be liquidated and distribute the wealth in case of failure. Therefore, 
it is recommended that SEs be recognised as the hybrid structures of operation, funded by grants and by 
economic activity, and the law to be imposed only for the economic part of generated incomes. The separation 
of economic activity with a secondary NUIS would be the possibility to solve some of the ambiguities.

Also, it is recommended that the MHSP in its leading role for delivering and implementation of this Law should 
put in the table the discussions with the Ministry of Finance and Economy to solve the raised practical issues 
related to functioning of the SEs, related to problems of NUIS, penalties, bankruptcy, ceiling salaries without 
any reference, instructions to tax authority to recognise these forms of organisation, etc, which in fact are 
complicated issues for NPOs. 

The report concludes that the size of the CSO sector is relatively very small and still not consolidated. The 
2272 active CSOs (2017), representing only 1,4% of the overall number of business enterprises/entities 
registered in Albania. The income generated and the number of employees demonstrates that more than half 
of the organisations are classified as small organisations, ranging their income from €1,000-20,000. Whereas 
61% of them are associations, a form of organisation potential to create social enterprises compares to fewer 
possibilities that have the centres, as a legal form of NPOs.

The involvement of the CSOs, national and international, is very important in the process of addressing the 
high problems of poverty, unemployment of different social groups, social exclusion, etc. But relatively small 
CSOs’ sector cannot be considered as a high contributor to addressing the social critical issues in Albania. 
The creation the social economy and social entrepreneurship needs the development of the CSOs’ sector, 
hand by hand with social enterprises and moreover, the promotion of such initiatives should be encouraged 
by a broader spectrum of public and private actors.
There is an enthusiasm among the organisations for their positive trends on development and growth, 
increasing in the number of employees, a positive perception on diversifications of activities, etc. But, looking 
closer to the indicators again, there is a high percentage of NPOs with a small number of employees, low 
financing resources, high involvement of volunteer jobs and high dependence on funds. Furthermore, the lack 
of capital and human resources put the organisations into difficulties that hardly might involve in economic 
activities and keep on their social mission. Therefore, it is concluded that expectation for developing the social 
enterprises’ sector will remain within a framework of a small business/activity. 

The financial resources of the NPOs are mostly generated by projects or donors, which predominantly cover 
80% of the financial resources of the organisations. Only 7% come from profitable activities/services, followed 
by membership and rent for 5%. The contribution of the public funds is a very small percentage to 4%. This 
percentage indicates that national or local authorities do not consider the NPOs as important actors in the 
implementation of the action plans, strategies and policies. Only a small percentage of organisations possess 
additional assets necessary to practice economic activities, which demonstrates that fewer resources for 
developing social enterprises are existing.

The new model of social enterprises in Albania is in the early stage of development. Through an assumption, 
it is estimated that the size of the SEs sector can be approximately 175 organisations, out of the 58% are at 
the early stages of development, 25% are at the second year and only 17% are in the consolidation phase of 
development with more than three years in practising profitable activities. 

The report confirms again that economic activities of social enterprises can be classified as similar to that of 
small business, due to the perceived level of investment value by the respondents in this study, which varies 
respectively, 36% in the investment value of €2,000-5,000 and 43% in values ranging from €5,000-10,000 and 
the rest over €30,000.
Receiving the SE status is perceived by NPOs as a positive movement that brings benefits for the development 
of the organisations. They believe that status can allow expanding economic activities, fulfilling better the 
social mission, better access to subsidizes, increase the number of membership, higher recognition by the 
community, etc.

Keeping up with the evolving environment of social enterprises is a challenge for new SEs. The constraints 
and barriers of the NPOs start from the adaption of an old organisational structure model to a business model, 
difficulties to access to donors’ funds, low level of initial investment and less availability of fix assets. Besides 
that, other obstacles are related to access the market with goods and services produced by 30% of the human 
resources from the less qualified and educated persons, which add difficulties to access to the market.  
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Therefore, it is recommended that the high optimism expresssed by NPOs to change to SE structure should 
lead the preparation of programmes for capacity building of the NPOs’ staff to improve the capacities for 
application writing, project proposal writing and business plans preparation. Also, in this context, to support 
the organisations to better formulate, elaborate and present their ideas they should have access to a pools 
of experts, advisers or mentors.

Specifically, the development of SE as successful profitable activity requires human resouces capable to 
manage them. Therefore, programmes to advice and training, similar to those provided for SMEs that support 
and outfit the NPOs directors/managers with skills and capacities to manage business-driven activities for 
start-ups and scale ups with the concept of market research and orientation, management and marketing, 
business planning and on the other side keeping on their social objectives should be taken in consideration.

Operating with the non-profit status they remain dependant on grants from foreign donors, lacking accumulated 
financial resources and other capital assets. All organizations that aspire to develop as social enterprises in 
Albania have to keep activities on a small scale, especially during the first phase of development of their 
business concept. Also, access to public procurement and access to finance through the banking system is 
impossible, because social investments are considered of high risk. Moreover, the difficulties are multiplied 
when it comes to access business angels’ capital for social investment.
 
Market development is another issue that requires skills and knowledge in addition to capabilities to produce 
goods or render services. Their business model and qualification of staff are not adequate to enter and 
compete easily in the market. Marketing and sales strategies are quite important to enter in the market and 
reach the products to the end-user, which on the contrary is very difficult without support towards tough 
competition in the market. Apart from the skills and knowledge required, it is also important to raise the 
awareness of the population, businesses, local authorities and other structures to support the social economy.

There is a lack of awareness and recognition of the SE’s role as contributors to mitigation the social problems 
in society and the spirit of solidarity towards the disadvantaged groups is not demonstrated by the whole 
society. These require taking measures from the formal and non-formal education to cultivate and encourage 
the feeling of solidarity, and to urge the enthusiasm for considering a career path for the youngers.

It is recommended the wide publicity and campaign to understand the role of this new business model as the 
social enterprises, to change the culture by developing increment the solidarity feelings among the population. 
However, this is a national culture that is easier said than done. 

The local authorities through their municipality councils find difficulties to allocate funds for the social enterprises, 
as these are considered the financing programme with a higher risk than other similar programmes. Therefore, 
it is required a political and public commitment to undertake supportive programmes or measures, even with 
higher risk but with social impact. 
The national and local authorities and institutional bodies should take measures and initiate programmes at 
least to promote their products and services, locally and internationally, as well as to launch the tailor-made 
social services to be provided only by SEs.

 Successful models and good examples, described in this report, from different regions of Albania should be 
better supported and promoted to help these successful and sustainable social enterprises to replicate their 
model into different cities or regions.

Social services and cares will continue to be the main sectors to be developed in the form of social enterprises 
because these are activities with the high cost that need financial support. Services to people with disabilities, 
special capabilities, childcare, elderly care, violated women, etc can be transformed in profitable activities or 
other business activities should be explored and support.

The report concludes that production and processing home-made food traditional products and bioproducts in 
small scale by using simple tools or technology are good opportunities for the development of social enterprises 
through the women associations and farmers’ associations and guarantee the income generation for the 
families mostly in the rural areas. Some products to be explored are the processing of garden productions 

or local fruits/vegetables products into home-made products; activities in a form of small workshops for 
agricultural processing such as small dairy production, preservation of fruit and vegetables as apple, cherries, 
plumbs, production of sauces, fruit composts and jams, original fresh juices; exploring the medicinal plants 
and essential oils as additional raw materials for production of alternative products, etc.
Also, the agriculture sector should exploit the possibilities for growing up specific varieties of fruit, vegetables, 
plants, growing of lavender, beans, nut, medicinal plants, original fresh flowers etc., horticulture, wheat, 
potatoes, apple, beans, tobacco, watermelon and animal feeds, as very productive. The community-based 
organisations can encourage participation and involve members of the community, especially women, who 
may not otherwise participate in the job.

Other sectors as the traditional crafts, sewing, embroidery, wool products and embellishment of wood, silver, 
carving, marble, alabaster and rush-work, ceramics, stone and restoration, iron processing are activities that 
can be developed through social enterprises/businesses and at the same time contribute to the vitalisation 
and valorisation of cultural heritage of Albania and with great of social impact, especially in the categories of 
rural women.

Tourism sector and services can explore different types and forms of tourism from hotel, guesthouses, 
hostel, events and entertainment activities. Also, services as cleaning activities are potential sectors for the 
employment of the marginalised groups.
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ANNEX 1 – QUESTIONNAIRE 
Questionnaire

“For studying opportunities for

development of Social Enterprises

by the Civil Society Organizations in Albania”

This questionnaire was prepared in the framework of the implementation of a project funded by the European 
Union, aimed at promoting social enterprises in Albania. This questionnaire intends to broaden the current 
level of development of social enterprises and the potential for development by CSOs. The ultimate objective 
is to identify the needs to build on the capacity to create social enterprises and to support promising projects 
with funds for the initial stage of creation. Completing this questionnaire on your part will contribute to the 
completed study of the situation.

The information gathered from this study will be treated with confidentiality and will not be used for 
any other purpose.

SECTION A: GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE ORGANISATION

Organisation Name____________________________ Address___________________________

Executive Director_____________________________Telephone No.______________________

Name of Interviewee___________________________Years of activity ____________________

Email_______________________________________Staff No.___________________________

A.1  Type of organization: 

 
o	International   

o	National    

o	Local               

A.2  What is the legal form of the organization?   

o	Foundation 

o	Association   

o	Center        

A.3 What are the key areas of your activity?

o	Social help      o	Child care   

o	Environment      o	Health Services

o	Education      o	Human rights     

o	Occupation      o	Women Rights

o	Support for regional or local development    o	People with limited capacities

o	Culture       o	Other, please specify  ________________

        

A.4 How much is your annual budget average ___________EURO? 

Has it changed during the last three years and if so, please specify?

		o	It has increased    o	It has not changed          o	It has decreased

    

A.5  What are your funding sources? (Please quote in percentage the contribution of each source of 
funding to the total) 
       

o Project Funds       __________%

o Financing from central / local government     __________%  

o Donations from organizations / businesses     __________%            

o Income from services        __________%

o Income from membership, rent etc.        __________% 

o Income from profitable activity    __________%

o Others          __________%

A.6 How do the following performance indicators of the organization appear in the last three years?

Nr. of activities / services: o	It has increased    o	It has not changed o	It has decreased
Nr. of employees:  o	It has increased    o	It has not changed o	It has decreased  
     

A.7  How many employees do you have? 
 
 o	Full time  _______ 

 o	Part time  _______

 o	Seasonal  _______

	 o	Volunteers _______
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A.8 What stable assets do you own (owned or rented)? 
 
 o	Offices     o	Land    

 o	Warehouse    o	Machines & Devices

	 o	Workshop     o	Vehicles

 o	Others, please specify ____________________________________________________

             

SECTION B. PERCEPTION AND CREATION OF SOCIALLY OWNED 
ENTERPRISES BY NGOS

B.1 How well is the concept of the Social Enterprise recognized by your organization?

o	Fully 

o	Partially

o	A little bit 

o	Not at all

B.2 How Much is your Organization Acquired the Legislation for Socially Owned Enterprises?

o	Fully 

o	Partially

o	A little bit 

o	Not at all

B.3 How much are the procedures for recieving the status of Socially Owned Enterprise recognised 
by your organisation?

o	Fully 

o	Partially

o	A little bit 

o	Not at all

B.4 If you have information, what does the law on socially-owned enterprises bring about?

o  Determination by law of the status of social enterprise   
o  Improving the fiscal regime     
o  Providing commercial advantages     
o  Others ____________________________________________      
 

B.5 Has your organization established a Social Enterprise?

o  Yes                                 o  No 

If the answer to question B.5 is yes, please complete section C. If not, skip to section D.

SECTION C. THE SITUATION OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES. (THIS SECTION IS 
ALSO VALID FOR FORMS OF ORGANIZING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES WITH 
THE PURPOSE OF GENERATING PROFITS).

C.1 For how long has your social enterprise been working?

o  For less than a year

o For 2 years

o	For 3 years or more

C.2 Have you prepared a business plan for your enterprise development?

o Yes                          o No       

C.3 What is your investment value for the Social Enterprise? 
  
o	2,000-5,000 euros       
o	5,001- 10,000 euros    

 o	10,001- 30,000 euros      
o	30,001- 50,000 euros     
o	over 50,000 euros       

C.4 What were the sources of investment funding? (you can choose more than one option) 
 

 o Organization budget      

 o Donations from the parent organization

 o Donations from international organizations or the EU

o Private donations   

o State subsidies    

o	Other, please specify ______________________________________________
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C.5 How much is the income from social enterprise activity? (in ALL) ______________ 

C.6  Are you thinking about expanding the activity in the future? 
  
      o Yes    o No        o I don’t know yet

C.7 If so, you have predicted the expansion of business expansion through: 

o Use of reserves created by the current business

o From the budget of the organization     

o Bank loan         
o Donations from the parent organization      

o Private donations        

o Grants from the central / local government

o Other, please specify ___________________________________________

  

C.8 From your experience, which of the factors listed below are more determinant to the functioning of 
the Social Enterprise? (evaluated from 1 to 5 where 1 is less important and 5 is the most important)

  
o Adequate legal framework   _____________________________ 

o Providing funding resources   _____________________________ 

o Providing specialized workforce  _____________________________ 

o Knowledge about business planning  _____________________________ 

o Running the Enterprise   _____________________________ 

o Other, please specify     _____________________________   

   

C.9  Do you meet the (economic and social) criteria established by the law on obtaining the status of 
a social enterprise? 
  
o Yes     o No   o I don’t know 

   

C.10  If yes, will you apply for a social enterprise status? 
  
o Yes     o No   o I don’t know 

C.11 What are the benefits you think your organization may have from granting social enterprise 
status? (please list below)

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

C.12 From your experience, do you think there are obstacles to creating a Social Enterprise in Albania?

o Yes     o No   o I don’t know 

C.13 From the list below, what do you think are obstacles to creating a Social  Enterprise (you can 
choose more than one option).

C13.1 Obstacles that exist for all sectors and industries

o Lack of funds
o Incomplete legislation

o Impossible legislation in practice

o Lack of skills and competences

o Lack of awareness on the NS rollout in improving social problems

o Lack of an institutional supportive environment

o Other, please specify _____________________________________________

C13.2 Obstacles that exist for your industry

o  Lack of funds
o  Incomplete legislation

o  Impossible legislation in practice

o  Lack of skills and competences

o  Lack of awareness on the NS rollout in improving social problems

o  Lack of an institutional supportive environment

o  Other, please specify _____________________________________________________
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SECTION D. NGOS’ ASSESSMENTS OF THE BENEFITS AND OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR THE CREATION OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

This section is for organizations that have not created a Social Enterprise.

D.1 Do you think Social Enterprises are an effective tool for generating funds for your organization?

o Yes    o No     o I don’t know 

D.2 How important do you value the lucrative activity to fund the core functions of the organization? 
(list from 1-5 by placing 1 most important and 5 less important)

o Necessary for maintaining the level of services   
o Necessary for expanding the current level of services    
o Necessary for long-term financial sustainability  

o Necessary for increasing employment for target groups,   

o Positive for increasing the independence of the organization    

o Other, please specify _____________________________________________________

D.3 Do You Think of Creating a Social Enterprise?

o Yes     o No   o I don’t know 

D.4 If yes, when?

o Within a year   o Within 2 years        o After 2 or more years

D.5 If you have an idea or project for a social enterprise, how much is the value of the investment? 
  
o2,000-5,000 euros       
o5,001- 10,000 euros     

o10,001- 30,000 euros      
o30,001- 50,000 euros      
oover 50,000 euros       

D.6 If you have a social enterprise project, how many employees do you think might be employed in 
it?

 
o	3 

o	4-5  

o	6-10  

o	more than 10  

D.7 Generally, how likely do you value the creation of a successful Socially Owned Enterprise for an 
NGO?

o	Impossible 

o	Very Hard

o	Hard

o	Doable 

o	Easy

D.8 If you start implementing your project, will you apply for the status of a socially-owned 
enterprise? 
  
      o Yes      o No

D.9 If so, how do you plan to finance the creation of a social enterprise? (you can choose more than 
one alternative if you foresee some equity funding sources)

       o With a bank loan

o From the budget of the organization

o With donations from the parent organization

o With donations from international organizations or the EU

o With private donations

o With state subsidies

o Other (please explain) _______________________________________________

D.10 If your organization were to start a Social Enterprise, you think this business will work:

o In the same conditions as competitors

o In better conditions (will have a competitive advantage)

o In worse conditions (will be disadvantaged)

D.11 Do you think the creation of a lucrative activity can cause:

o Organizational and operational malfunction

o Shifting attention from the realization of basic organization services

o Risk of financial resources due to business risk

o Impairment of the organization’s image in the community where it operates

o Decrease donor support for the organization

o Other ______________________________________________________________  
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D.12 Do you think your organization has human capacities to plan and run a social enterprise?
 
o Yes                                        o No    o Partially     
              
 

D.13 If your organization were to create a Social Enterprise, in which of the following areas you need 
more training: (you can choose more than one of the following options)

 
o Business Planning (Designing a Business Plan)

o Management of the enterprise

o Relationships with the tax system

o Direction of production / services

o Managing Human Resources

o Realization of sales

o Marketing

o Financial management

o Other (please explain) _______________________________________     
  

SECTION E.  POTENTIAL SECTORS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A 
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE IN ALBANIA 
 
E.1 In the area where you develop the activity, what are the areas, sectors, industries, businesses 
where social enterprises can be created? (please list)

o Health care
o Daily child care
o Hear for the third ages
o Health and agriculture
o Low production
o Social Services
o Rehabilitation social
o Daily center, restaurants
o Artizanat
o Other _______________________________________________

E.2 What activities does your organization have, in what field does it exercise or plan to perform as 
a Social Enterprise? (please explain why you have chosen this activity and the performance of your 
activity. 
 ____________________________________________________________________________
 ____________________________________________________________________________
 ____________________________________________________________________________
 ____________________________________________________________________________
 ____________________________________________________________________________
 ____________________________________________________________________________

SECTION F. NEED FOR SUPPORT FROM STATE GRANTS OR PROGRAMS 
FOR SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

F.1 Have you envisaged government or municipality support in your business plan?

o Yes      o No       
 

F.2 If so, what form? (you can choose more than one alternative)

o Contribution in monetary value

o Contribution to sustainable assets (warehouses, land etc.)

o Fiscal relaxation

o Supports to promote the Enterprise and its products

o Other (please explain) ___________________________________________________

F.3 In what direction do you think state support?

o Granting or putting into use of public assets such as land, agricultural land,

  buildings, offices

o Grant/ subsidy to support operational costs

o Granting a subsidy for financing the acquisition of machinery, equipment, means of transport, etc.

o Exemption from profit tax

o Exemption from value added tax (VAT)

F.4  Do you think it is important to change public procurement legislation in order to enable social 
enterprises to enter the competition for the provision of services or goods they produce?

o Yes       o No

F.5 If so, in what direction?

o With the removal of restrictions on the qualification in the race due to lack of experience (contracts 
similar to the procurement object)

o In reducing the criteria for financial indicators as annual turnover, the amount of output (bonus)

o	Competition of criteria for the number of employees (eg reduction of the number of registered employees 
through the award of a bonus or the recognition of volunteers as employees for qualifying the tender)

o Appointment in contract law directly for certain local services approved by the relevant authority (City 
Council)

o Other         

F.6 Have you been invited by various institutions that inform / promote social enterprises?

o Yes      o No
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F.7 If so, which of the following institutions: (can you choose more than one option)?

o Ministry of Health

o Local Municipality

o International Institutions

o Local organization

o Other (please specify) ___________________________________________________

F.8 Are you aware of the project of social enterprise support by the EU delegation in Tirana?

     o Yes      o No          
 

F.9 Will you apply for funding your idea to this project? 
 
     o Yes      o No     

Thank you for the time spent in completing this questionnaire.

If you have additional comments on issues related to the content of this questionnaire, 

please provide additional information.

ANNEX 2 – LIST OF INTERVIEWEES BY FACE-TO FACE INTERVIEW, 
PHONE AND E-MAIL 

Nr. Region
Organisation 
name

Tel: E-Mail: Interviewee

1 Shkoder Zejtaret e Veriut  zejtareteveriut@yahoo.com Drita Dibra

2 Tirana Observatori  etleva_shehu@yahoo.com Etleva Shehu

3 Tirana WPS Albania 692211816 elsagega19@hotmail.com Elsa Gega

4 Shkoder
Shpresa per te 
ardhmen

069281575 hopeff@hotmail.com Prandvera Marku

5 Kukes SHKZH 0696297788 melisa.zeneli@gmail.com Melisa Zeneli

6 Tirana A Womenin Power 0694022228 info@awomaninpower.org Vjola Thoma

7 Fier ENGIM 0698745725
r.damato@
engiminternazionale.org

Roberto D’Amato

8 Shkoder Grate Rurale 0682804582
qendistari.zyberaj@hotmail.
com

Meliha Zyberaj

9 Shkoder Creativity By Stela 0675267450 stela.toska81@gmail.com Stela Toska

10 Fier
Voice of Roma in 
Albania

696344192
voiceofromainalbania@yahoo.
com

Fatos Koci

11 Vlore
“Shqiperia” 
Association

6962101143 halitiedlira@yahoo.com Edlira Kapllanaj 

12 Tirana
Yunus Social 
Business

694254761 gerion.treska@yunusb.com Gerion Treska

13 Vlore Protect Me 684017009 protectmevlore@gmail.com Liljana Breshani

14 Vlore Blue expedition 694646951
ekspeditablu_pajtim@yahoo.
com

Pajtim Shpata

15 Fier Q.ZAR.ZH 694862639 pjerin dema74@gmail.com Pjerin Dema

16 Vlore Gjelberimi2000 692867846 gjelberimi2000@yahoo.com Kastriot Shehaj

17 Fier
“Zharrez” 
Association

693762738 shoqatazharrez@gmail.com Qani Rrodha

18 Fier
Voice of Roma in 
Albania

696344192
voiceofromainalbania@yahoo.
com

Fatos Koci

19 Peshkopi
Qendra Argritra-
Vizion

685574600 info@argritra-vizion.com Bukurie Begu

20 Diber
Association 
“Cooperation and 
Development” 

698923642 shoqata_delfidiber@live.com Halil Goleci 
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21 Fier
Support for civic 
initiatives

699244494 ol-si@hotmail.com Olsi Oshafi

22 Tirana NetRDA 692046789 esheshi@yahoo.com Edmond Sheshi

23 Fier TIRC 698154740 eduart.koci@yahoo.com Eduart Koci

24 Fier People First 697666673 peficontact@gmail.com Lusiana Mailaj

25 Roskovec  697812900 hoxharonada@gmail.com  

26 Fier
DEA (the doors of 
the future)

684029787 matildadushku@yahoo.com Matilda Dushka

27 Fier ARZH 682271939 vmarkorda@gmail.com Violeta Marko

28 Vlore  686253904 marlind_vodi@yahoo.com
Rajmonda 
Hazhiaj 

29 Vlore
Fondacioni 
AMANTIA

696398051 amantiavlore@yahoo.com Nasip Xhelili

30 Tirana
Observatori per te 
drejtat e femijeve 
dhe te rinjve 

674070991 etershana@yahoo.com Eridjona Kuca

31 Tirana QKZH 672022773  Albert Gajo

32 Tirana OSHA 693953920 osma.albania@gmail.com Arber Kodra

33 Tirana AKT How 695540276   

34 Tirana
Institute for Public 
Opinion Studies

692021999   

35 Vlore SHKNJ 695643576
shkmgvdegavlore@gmail.
com 

Rajmonda 
Haxhija

36 Erseke AGRINAS-ER 694799009 agrinaer@yahoo.com Paskal Vogli

37 Kukes
Regional 
Development 
Agency

693159103 rdakukes@gmail.com Gladiola Ismailaj

38 Kukes DMO Kukes 692096645 dmokukes@gmail.com Bukurosh Onuzi

39 Tirana
Shoqata Kristiane 
e Grave Shqiptare

692062051
administratore@ywca-albania.
al 

Eva Karaj

40 Elbasan Tjeter Vizion; TVO 692030201 tjetervizion@gmail.com Arian Çala

41 Elbasan ROMANO SEZI 696290122 romanosezi-el@hotmail.com
Esmeralda 
Mallosi

42 Shkoder

Qendra 
Keshillimore per 
Njerezit me Aftesi 
te Kufizuar

682259025 antonjetapero@gmail.com Antonjeta Pero

43 Tirana
Fondacioni CNVP 
Shqiperi

692053480 janaq.male@cnvp-eu.org Janaq Male

44 Vlore
Qendra Rinore e 
Vlores

33203064 vlorayouthcenter@gmail.com Alketa Dhimitri

45 Tirana
Fondacioni Mary 
Ward Loreto

676091522 a_toska@hotmail.com Artan Toska

46 Tirana
Qendra Ballkanike 
per Bashkepunim 
dhe Zhvillim

694077064 elava.zhezha@bccd.al Hasan Cani

47 Korce Dorkas Aid 82242115 office@albaniadorcas.org XhensilaMuslli

48 Tirana Ndihmoni Jeten 682084945 aferditaseiti@helpthelife.org Aferdita Seiti 

49 Tirana

Institute for 
Integrated 
Development 
Studies

672182550 fsalaj@iids.eu Florjan Salaj 

50 Shkoder
Dimension 
Human 

692441161
dimensionhuman@hotmail.
com 

 

51 Permet Cesvi 682063751 cesvi.albania@gmail.com Georgio Ponti 

52 Vlore Legambiente 696289350 legambientevlore@gmail.com Rezarta Agalliu

53 Sarande
Shoqata e Gruas 
Jona

676992225 info@shoqatajona.org Entela Gjoni 

54 Tepelene Dora e Ngrohte 692182863 gjondervishi@gmail.com Gjon Dervishi 

55 Tirane
Instituri Liberal 
Shqiptar 

672071051  Bledar Qalliu

56 Puke Qendra Rinore 682640895 lindita_hyseni@yahoo.com Lindita Hyseni 

57 Shkoder
Shoqata 
Shqiptare Kolping 

684021759 info@kolping.al Andrea Darragjati

58 Sarande
Shoqata 
Blegtoreve 
Qengjat e Jonit 

696155677 feimreho@gmail.com Feim Rexha 
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59 Vlore

Shoq. Komb. 
ne Mbeshtetje 
te grupeve 
vulnerabel   

697342323
shkmgvdegavlore@gmail.
com

Ylli Aliaj

60 Kucove
Ndihme 
Sociale gruas 
kryefamiljare

692296445 teftansgk@yahoo.com Tefta Mala 

61 Shkoder
Qendra e 
Keshillim.& Sherb.
Psikologjike   

684420000
qkshp.psikologjike@gmail.
com 

Altin Nika

62 Tirane
Shoqata 
Kombetare 
Edukim per Jeten 

672166873 shkej@albmail.com Zamira Muca

63 Tirane 
Fondacioni Down 
Syndrome Albania

674885864 e.zaimi@dsalbania.org Emanuela Zaimi 

64 Tirane New Policy Group 682074460 nsejamini@gmail.com Inesa Gupe

65 Korce
Fondacioni 
“Kennedy”

694025888 xhonielbacellari@gmail.co,m Xhoniel Bacellari 

66 Tirana
World Vision 
Albania

 tirana@wvi.org Oltjan Drabo 

67 Korçë Misioni EMANUEL 694040292 office@emanuelmission.org Mirela Baraku

68 Korçë Qendistaret 696207371 tareetleva@gmail.com, Etleva Tare

69 Korçë
Shoqata e 
Perfitimit Fizik

676460357 isufsalice@gmail.com Isuf Salice

70 Korçë Disutni Albania 692258349 arbenkosturi@yahoo.co.uk Arben Kosturi

71 Përmet Vjosa Explorer 684743693 vjosa.explorer@gmail.com Elisjona Ndina

72 Përmet
Royal Albania 
Foundation (RAF)

673307007 raffondacion@gmail.com kastriot Korro 

73 Lezhe
Gruaja Vizioni I 
Ndryshimit

672080384
madalena_gega@hotmail.
com

Madalena Gega

74 Korce AGRINET 82254655 info@agrinet.al Tomi Pikuli 

75 Tirana MEDPAK    

76 Sarande
Levizja per 
Zhvillimin e 
Turizmit

672000981 Ksamilojf@gmail.com Soraldo Nebo

77 Gjirokaster
Shoqata 
Mjedisore Çajupi

   

78 Gjirokaster
Fondacioni 
Gjirokastra

   

79 Tirana ARSIS    

80 Puke 
Gruaja drejt 
Integrimit

 gdi@yahoo.com Bukurie Imeri 

ANNEX 3:  LIST OF FOCUS GROUP IN SHKODER AND FIER AND OTHERS

Nr. Name 
Surname

Organisation in 
Shkodra Position e-mail: Tel:

1 Kastriot Faci The Door Drejtues thedoor@
infothedoor.com 682026559

2 Donika Selimi Dimension 
Human Drejtues dimensionhuman@

hotmail.com 692441161

3 Ardian Kodra Madonina del 
Grappa Bashkepunetore Ardian.Kodra1@

hotmail.com 675370113

4 Fabrizio 
Mocchi

Madonina del 
Grappa Administrator fabrioziomocchi@

gmail.com 672862161

5 Stana Kiri 
Ceklijaj Kolping Sekretare stana_kiri@yahoo.it 682010439

6 Marjan Lukani ARKA Koordinator marjan.lukani@
acli.it 684072096

7 Ardmir Doda QSNNN Drejtues shoqata_qsnnn@
hotmail.com 699398912

8 Lunada Kamzi Qendra e Gruas 
“Hapa te lehte” Ekonomiste qendragruashk@

yahoo.com 674527669

9 Majlinda 
Angoni Gruaja tek Gruaja Drejtuese gruajatekgruaja@

gmail.com 682079112

10 Bledar Musliju The Door Pergjegjes thedoor@
infothedoor.com 686214926

11 Antonjeta Pero QKNJAK Drejtues antonjetapero@
gmail.com 682259025

12 Trendelina Gruaja tek Gruaja Menaxhere Programi gruajatekgruaja@
gmail.com 22241154

13 Andrea 
Dorrogjeli Kolping Menxher info@kolping.al 684021759
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Nr. Name Surname Organisations in Fier Tel: Email:

1 Lusiana Mailaj People First Association 697666673 lusiana.mailaj@gmail.com

2 Olsi Oshafi QMNQ 699244494 OL--SI@hotmail.com

3 Qani Rredhi Shoqata “Zharreza” 693762738 shoqatazhareza@gmail.com

4 Gjinovefa Koço Shoqata “Zharreza” 696592485 vefikoco@gmail.com

5 Suela Spaho Voice of Roma-Albania 698727170 suelaspaho12@gmail.com

6 Fatos Koçi Voice of Roma-Albania 696344192 voiceofroma_inalbania@yahoo.
com

7 Eduart Koçi
Te gjithe se bashku per 
Integrimin e Romeve 
-TIRC

698154740 eduart.koci@yahoo.com

8 Ronada Hoxha Gruaja, Komuniteti, 
Mjedisi-Roskovec 697812900  

Nr. Name Surname Instittion Position e-mail: Tel:

1 Eneida Cobani Nxitja e Bisnesit Social- MFE Coordinator 696201363

2 Alketaja Sokolaj New Your Tirana Bagels Manager

3 Aferdita Mary Word Loreto Manager


